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This document is submitted in compliance with Line Item No. 2 of the
Data Requirements List as Type I Data, Contract NAS9-12836. The documenjt
is divided into four volumes for ease of handling. The contents of
each volume is defined as:
Volume I: iTic'lude-s 'sect rows entitled Introduction, Mission
Envelope and Flight Dynamics which correspond to
Sections 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 of the Table of Contents.
Volume II: Includes sections entitled Introduction and Shuttle
Vehicle Systems which correspond to sections 1.0 and
4.0 to 4.18 of the Table of Contents.
| • . 1 ! .
Volume III: Includes sections entitled Introduction and Shuttle
: , Vehicle Systems which correspond to sections 1.0 anc
4.19 to 4.22 of the Table of Contents.
Volume IV: Includes sections entitled External Interfaces, Crev
Prodedures, Crew Station, Visual Cues and Aural
Cues which correspond to sections 5.0, 6.0, 7.0,
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The objective of the Shuttle Vehicle and Mission Simulation
Requirements report is to provide to NASA/MSC documentation of the
requirements for faithful simulation of the Shuttle Vehicle, its
systems, mission, operations and interfaces. To accomplish this
objective the report was d'iv'ided into eight topics which comprehensively
cover the simulation requirements of the Shuttle mission and vehicle.
The topics and their main objectives are summarized below.
Mission Envelope - This topic covers the space and atmospheric
<
missions that are envisioned for the Shuttle
program. The characteristics of each mission
' ' ' ' ' ' • * -
are described by an analysis of the mission
- — phases, trajectory information, timelines
and operations for nominal and abort condi-
tions to the extent data was available.
Orbiter Flight Dynamics • This topic covers the flight regimes
which the Shuttle vehicle will encounter in
the accomplishment of its missions. The
requirements were established in the following
manner. j
i
The vehicle configurations that must be simu-(
I
lated for horizontal and vertical test i
flights, operational space missions, atmosphe
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The dynamics requirements were established
by defining the forces and moments that will
act on the vehicle during the entire mission
envelope which include, propulsion, gravity,
aerodynamic effects, payload effects, docking
'effects, staging -effects, ground reactions
and the dumping of material overboard. The
~ - translational equations of motion requirements
were established by defining the vehicles,
satellites and payloads whose state vectors
must be calculated and by defining the co-
;
 ordinate systems, relative equations of
: motion and accuracy of the calculations. A
similar analysis was performed for the rota-
tional equations of motion. Mass property
and ephemeris requirements were also identi-
^- fied. .. ..
Shuttle Vehicle Systems - The Shuttle vehicle systems required
for simulation were identified and described.
The descriptive data generated in this effort!
was primarily based on the North American j
• i
Shuttle proposal. The Shuttle vehicle and itjs
system configuration is currently in a state











contained in this report undoubtedly will
become out of date as: the Shuttle program
progresses. However, for the purposes of
this study, the data is more than adequate
to define simulator requirements and a base-
line design when it is tempered with the past
experience of Apollo and Gemini programs. A
cross correlation between the NR definition
of systems and LRU's and this report is shown
in Table 1-1 for reference purposes.
External Interfaces - The external interfaces of the Shuttle
vehicle were identified and a preliminary
type interface description established. Due
to the fact that for every external interface
there also exists an equivalent on-board
system, the descriptive data on the workings
of the interfaces is contained in the Shuttle
Vehicle Systems section of the report and
cross references are provided in this sectior
Crew Procedures - The actual crew procedures for the Shuttle
system will not be available for many years
As a result the study concentrated on identi-
fying tasks by mission phase and crew member
and identifying the probable interfaces be-











analysis was a RTOP study by MacDonald-
Douglas, conversations with George Franklin
of NASA/MSC, past experience, and the re-
quirements of the Shuttle vehicle & mission.
The latest available data at the time of the
wri'ting of this report was used to identify
the configuration of the Crew Station. The
shape of the interior cabin, the location of
the work stations and the allocation of the
C&D panels by work station were established .
Detailed data on the interior composition of
the cabin is not currently available.
However, simulation requirements were identi-
fied based on past experience and accepted
levels of fidelity for mission simulators.
The visual scene content was established for
each of the mission phases. Attributes of
the scene elements, to the extent feasible,
were established and will be further defined |
in the SMSR report. The vehicle window con- i
i
figuration is not defined at this time but ^
I
the best data available was utilized. The
accelerations, velocites and displacements








dynamics data was not available such as in
the Abort phases of the mission. The missing
•
information will be incorporated if it be-
comes available when the time frame and
ground rules of the study or assumptions will
be made.
Aural Cues - The aural cues requirements associated with
the mission and vehicle systems were identified
and described. Detailed data on the charac-
—": - —- .j ... — . . —. . . /" ' -- ~ • -~ •
teristics of each sound was not available
and probably will not be until the vehicle
test program is in progress. This factor can
be circumvented by specifying flexibility
into the simulator aural cue equipment.
This report will be updated at the end of the study based on data
received as of January 1, 1972.
Reference to study data sources are included in the margins and
the text in order to facilitate update of this report. The numerical
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2.1 Space I!i s si on s
KEY
This discussion breaks the full space missions down into
three phases-launch to orbit insertion, orbit through the de-
orbit maneuver to the entry point (.05 g or h « 400,000 ft.) and
.finally entry to .touchdown and roll-out. Although the potential
for any of these phases is unlimited for the space shuttle as
presently conceived with expansion capabilities, the study to
determine simulation requirements can be approached under these
three phases of the space mission and then investigation of the
requirements under specific mission or tank/maneuver dictates
to determine the total requirements. The latter is.addressed
here for the Space Mission/Envelope under Payloads, specific












2.1.1 Launch Phase . . - -
2.1.1.1 Requirements
Shuttle Space missions will be launched from both KSC and
the WTR. Crew ingress is expected about one hour prior to launch.
Prelaunch activities are required for checklist and countdown activity
including:
Systems activation
Powered flight navigation initialization
Launch control monitor initialization
Timing functions
Checklist
Transfer from External to Internal power
The shuttle orbiter will be launched with an external HO tank attached
to the lower fuselage, and with two recoverable 156 inch solid rocket
motors attached to the External Tank. Thrust during the first stage
boost will be provided by the Solid Rocket Motors (SRM) and the Orbiter
Main Engines (ME) firing in parallel. The vehicle will be controlled by
Orbiter main engine TVC, augmented during periods of high dynamic pres-
sure by orbitgr. elevens and rudder (chiefly for roll control). Guidance
will command a vertical rise for five seconds after liftoff, followed
by a pitch profile. Roll to flight azimuth is accomplished during
pitchover. Attitude commands are programmed as functions of velocity,
to provide good orbiter engine-out performance. The pitch profile is
designed to minimize gimbal requirements. Body-mounted accelerometer
feedback is included in the control system from about 25 seconds after





SIMULATION PRODUCTS D I V I S I O N
BINGHAMTON. NEW YORK
r6 SRM's will be separated from
ME's wi 11 continue firing to
adaptive guidance program is
Orbiter main engines will be
7 ation to a maximum of 3 g 's .
vented,
the External Tank/Orbiter and
PAGE NO. 2. 3
REP. NO.
the Orbiter
orbit insertion. After staging, an
initiated for
throttled to
steering to orbi t insertion,
limit longitudinal acceler-
After insertion, the external tank will be
then jettisoned and deorbited. Typical launch envelope
parameters are:. . . . . . .
 ;
8 Max q: ;= lb/ f t
2
H














Orbit Insertion: q =
t = sec
. h = N.M.
dbfthrange (N.M.)









































































1. 10 pages 6-24
2. 20 page 1-1; 166, pp. 2 - 34, 2 - 35, 2 - 37
3. 8 page C. 1-4
4. 16 pages 5-20
5. 12 pages 3 -67
«6. -20 -page -tV-6; «T66, pp. -2 - 34, 2 - 46, -3 - 60
7. 13 pages 3-5
8. 166 page 2 - 1 7
9. 20 page IV-5
Orbit and Deorbit Phases
Requirements
Any of a variety of orbital operations may be required





Orbit-to-Orbit Shuttle Satellite Deployment and Retrieval
Propel!ant Delivery
Propulsive Stage Delivery














REF. • 0 Space Station Resupply ' -
KEY
o Rescue
and various combinations of the above. Burns to alter the orbit will
3 be performed by either the Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) or the
Reaction Control System (RCS). The orbiter will be able to attain
4 (considering payloa.d and.p.r.qp.ellan.t loading.) .and return from orbits
as high as 500 X 500 N.M. Rendezvous and Docking capability will be
5 provided. On-board rendezvous capability with cooperative targets
displaced less than 300 N.M. will exist. The basic mission length
will be 7 days but the vehicle design will not prevent orbital mission
durations of up to 30 days. Orbital inclinations range to over 90 degrees,
Deorbit will be accomplished using the OMS.
2.1.2.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable.i
2.1.2.3 Data Referneces
: U 46 pages 3-2, 3-3
2. 47 pages 4-19, 4-20, 4-21
3. 20 pages IV-5,. IV-19, 20
4. 20 page IV-13
5. 20 page IV-9
6. 20 page IV-20
2.1.3 Entry and Landing Phases
2.1.3.1 Requirements
The orbiter will be able to re-enter and land safely from
1 orbits of up to 500 X 500 N.M., with payloads of as much as 40,000 pounds.
2 Entry acceleration loads will not exceed 3 G's. The orbiter will have a
crossrange capability of about 1100 N.M. (adequate to return to
launch site after one revolution) to be attained during entry (between









• The entry and landing phase can be separated into operational modes:
5 Re-entry: Energy management versus temperature, g-load
and skip-out constraints
Transition: Maneuver from back side to front side of L/D
curve
Terminal .Ar,.ea: Transition ±o final .approach
Landing: ILS
6 Typical entry trajectory parameters for a high crossrange entry are:
400,000 feet inertia! velocity 25,612 ft/sec
inertia! flight path angle -0.91°
At to 50k feet 33 min.
7 Depending on mission payload requirements, etc., airbreathing engines
may be available for use during the final phase. If included, they
8 will permit 15 minutes loiter time at 10,000 feet altitude (standard)
9 day). The orbiter approach speed will be about 250 kts and landing
speed about 152 kts. Touchdown angle of attach is estimated at 13°.
10
Sink rate at touchdown will not exceed 10 ft/sec. The orbiter will be
11, able to land on a 10,000 foot long, 150 foot wide wet runway.(sea level)
on a 103° F day.
2.1.3.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable
2.1.3.3 Data References
1. 20 pages JV-13, IV-18
2. 20 page IV-6
3. 18 page IV-5
4. 16 pages 2-4
5. 46 pages 3-7, 3-8; 7 pages B.2-12, B.2-14










7. 20 page IV-9
8. 20 page IV-7
9. 7 page B.2-11; 37 pages 4-27, 5-36; 166 Pp. 2-77
10. 20 page IV-17 ' 2-52
11. 20 page IV-10
2.1.4 foyloads, Deploy and Retrieval
2.1.4*1 Requirements
The shuttle orbiter will be able to transport payloads of up
to 65,000 pounds weight (depending on mission). The shuttle payload bay
will have a clear volume 60 feet long and 15 feet in diameter. Payloads,
may reach 15-foot diameters and 50-foot lengths, including attachment
fittings and handling rings. The vehicle will also provide for up to six
additional crewmen (for short durations). The vehicle will provide electrica
power and data transmission connections with the payload while attached to
5 the vehicle. Multiple (up to five) payloads and payloads of less than 15
6 feet diameter can be accomodated using adapter mechanisms. The orbiter
5 will be configured to allow crew access (pressure suit) to the payload bay
in flight. Payload center-of-mass locations will be permitted some variation
7 ranging from a 10-foot envelope for maximum payload to a 60-foot envelope




3 o additional crew
9 o space station build-up modules
A Payload manipulation will be accomplished by two manipulator
arms, roughly similar to human arms.
2.1.4.2 Rationale for Assumptions








mechanism. However, contractors discussing the subject appear to largely
agree on such a humanoid device.
;2.1.4.3 Data References
1. 18 page IV-5
2. 18 page IV-6
3. 18 page IV-9
4. 18 page IV-40
5. 18 page IV-8
6. 33 page 3-19
7. 19 page IV-39
8. 46 pages 3-2 through 3.4
9. 33 page 4-19
i 10. 34 page 6-117
11. 5c page B.3-KO












The missions for the shuttle vehicle consist of some










All missions are planned to include the first five. The
missions may include all or some combination of the remaining sequences.



















A series of vertical test flights will be made to
approach the critical tests of the system and sub-
10
 systems in increments for reasons of safety. The
flights will carry cargo .pay/loads .and/or Development
Flight Instrumentation (DFI). The tests will also
evaluate procedures and the requirements for the
Space Tracking and Data Network (STDN). The tests
will demonstrate the ability for payload placement
and retrieval, and the ability to rendezvous, dock
and transfer cargo. The missions will test:
' o Structure












 Effects of cargo center of gravity
The DFI is expected to require approximately 2,803
178
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Constraints for the first mission(s) are:
• Flight profile will not subject vehicle to
greater than the design loads, heating and
dynamic pressure.
• Range safety restrictions.
• STDN or similar communi.ca.ti.ons.., -data and tracking
required for:
- Insertion
- Booster entry and recovery
- Early revolutions of orbit
- Orbiter entry and recovery
« Daylight VFR weather at launch and Primary/
Secondary landing sites.
• Orbiter to carry JP fuel for 100 miles cruise.
• "Deadstick" landing optimized entry.
The first vertical test flight will be unmanned with a
fully operational orbiter. In this case, the mission
would be limited to:
*.=»..
o Once-around or
• Five orbits maximum
Control backup to the fully automatic
systems would be either from the Chase Aircraft or
from the ground. Extensive training will be required
in either case.
All deorbit cases range through KSC, Edwards AFB,














'I 20-orbit mission with KSC as prime. If the orbit is
circularized at 138 N.M. altitude, the deorbit Z\V
= is 270 fps. If circularization is accomplished, the
orbit altitude is expected to be in the range 100 to
350 N.M. Better STDN coverage is achieved at higher
altitudes while 'less contingency 'RCS 'deorbtt propellent
is required at the lower altitudes. The nominal orbit
inclination is 28.5°. The higher inclinations ( 40°)
provide best landing site accessibility while the lower
inclinations provide the best STDN coverage.
2.1.5.1.1.1 STDN
The Spacecraft Tracking and Data Network (STDN) is
not yet defined, however the assumed number is 22
' located in a range from 35.401596S to 57.60 N
geocentric latitudes. Orbital inclinations of 25°














- GET = 9m 05s
i = 46°
A/P = 138/41 N.M.
h = 51 N.M.
L02 Dump






GET = 22m OOs
PITCH = +40° " '
ORBITER
QMS-1
GET = 43m 7S.
i = 46°
A/P = 138/90 N.M,
h = 138 N.M.
V = 89 fps
Tank Jettison
GET = 25m OOs
Pitch - +40°
V = 5 fps
TANK
Tank Deorbit




GET = 43m 50s
h = 400,000 ft
Impact










GET = 02h 17m59s
i = 46°
A/P = 138/25 N.M.
h = 138 N.M.





h = 65.8 N.M.
Landing





A/P = 91/-73 N.I
h = 91 N.M.
V = 393 fps
Entry
GET = O T h T l m 3s
i = 46°
d = 30°













A/P = 91/-75 N.M.
h - 91 N.M.
V = 398 fps
Entry
GET = 31h9m 8s
i = 46°
d = 30°
h = 65.8 N.M.
Landing
GET = 31h 50m Os















During launch-abort the various launch abort modes
capability must be simulated with automatic as well as
manual take-over. If unmanned, a simulation for remote
control of the fly-back vehicle must be provided with
•requirements -yet »to be-defined. A principle subject of
orbital flight testing will be the use of RCS fuel and
various failure conditions for the QMS. Accurate state
vectors must be maintained to test fly-back with various
cross-ranges to the selected landing sites and alternates.
Control will be a major consideration during entry -
especially during the hypersonic-supersonic transition
followed by energy management and guidance to the landing
site. Document 54 assumed a different booster than the
NAR Proposal (document 166). To attempt to correct for
this, insertion time was adjusted to approximately match
typu-;l NAR proposal trajectories. This required adjust-
ment of other times as well. LOp and LH2 dump times were
assumed to be functions of insertion time only, and were
adjusted likewise, other times were assumed functions of
geographic position, and were adjusted accordingly, using
























The Easterly Launch mission is baselined to a 100 n.m.
circular orbit. The mission will be launched due
east and requires payload delivery capability of
65,000 pounds with the orbiter'ABES removed. The
purpose of the mission is assumed to be placement
and/or retrieval of a satellite. The orbiter on- :
orbit AV requirement is 950 f.p.s. from the OMS •.
and 120 f.p.s. from the RCS. Approximately 60% of
the projected missions are due east launches. The
missions involve rendezvous for satellite deploy j
and/or retrieval, Space Station support, Space Tug
(OOS) deploy/retrieval and service or maintenance
of space vehicles. The mission may require waiting
in orbit for OOS missions which is comparable to
station-keeping in Space Station support missions.






• Mission/Subsystem Constraints Monitoring



































































































50 3.0 . Tk. Separation
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35 pp. 4-24 through 4-30













2 . 1 . 5 .
2.1.5.
THE SINGER COMPANY




The baseline mission is resupply







KSC to accomplish rendezvous
17 orbit co-elliptic rendezvous sequence. The payload is 25,000
The ABES will .be installed with fuel .to provide 15 minutes loiter at




may be reduced. The orbiter on-orbit
ft/ sec by the OMS, and 120 ft/ sec from
1 be into a 50 by 100 n.m. orbit at 55
operations will include docking, partial crew









28 days with experiment opera-
W tions and re-rendezvous for crew retrieval. Pointing accuracy and stability

















































































2.1.5.4 SOUTH POLAR - _
2.1.5.4.1 REQUIREMENTS
The South Polar mission will be launched'from the WTR for
payload delivery or retrieval in a 100 n.m. circular orbit and return to
the launch site after two revolutions. Rendezvous and docking operations
will be completed within one revolution. The payload required is 40,000
pounds with the ABES removed. The orbiter translational required is
500 ft/sec from the OMS and 150 ft/sec from the RCS. The mission requires
a day or night launch, rapid rendezvous, payload deploy or retrieval,

























( CG in Integrated
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Although information is not available, it is assumed that
the launch will be targeted to intercept any payload to be retrieved
such that the insertion is coplanar and range to the target is short (a
few miles at most) in order to accomplish the rendezvous within one
'orbit. Time would not permit many additional experiments. The crew
work load would be maximum with no rest periods. There is some ambiguity
between the reference documents. It is expected that the launch-entry
will require most of one orbit and that the intent is for rendezvous
to be accomplished within one orbit making the total mission equal to
two revolutions. This is in agreement with reference 32, but disagrees
with reference 20.
2.1.5.4.4 References ;







































• • Transfer Vehicle to Pad
e Connect Interfaces
• Interface Tests
a Vehicle Power Checks
e Pressurize Vehicle Pneumatics to 1500 psi
e Set up






o Integrated Systems Tests
• Activate Fuel Cells
o Fuel Cells to Standby




§ LH2 & LOX Facility & Transfer Line Chi 11 down
e Orbiter Engines Chi 11 down
e LH2 & LOX Fill and Maintain Replenishment


























































Unlock ME TVC Activators
SRM Ignition
Tip-Lock Release





















































e Monitor Boost Trajectory
© Communications
-© -Prov4de -'Procedures, 'Computational, .Flight^Dynamics
e Predict Booster Impact Point
® Abort Mode is 0 .




© Systems Monitoring :
© Abort Monitoring
e G, N&C Monitoring
e Motion, Audio Cues
e Caution and Warning Monitoring
e Abort Mode is 1






© Staging Sequence Monitor
















Arm/TTv ' " . .






e Powered Flight Navigation






e Abort Mode is 2, then 3
ORBIT INSERTION
e Main Engine Post-Burn Procedures
• Orbital Parameters
« Communications




t Abort Mode is 4
00:00:01:49.3
00:00:09:06.8
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Figure 1.2-1. Boost Trajectory Data for 156-Inch Parallel-Burn





e Attitude Maneuver and Maintenance
- Pitch = +40°
f\
- db = ±0.5°/3 axes
TANK JETTISON






















OPEN CARGO BAY DOORS
e Deploy Radiators
SYSTEMS AND PAYLOAD STATUS CHECKS
SHUT DOWN APU
DEPLOY ANTENNA
TANK LOS AND DEORBIT
e Maintain LOS on Tank
- db = ±10°/3 axes
o Deorbit Tank
- DeorbitAV = 300 f.p.s. retrograde




- OBC Automatic with Manual Backup
BURN ATTITUDE AND HOLD
- Horizontal In-plane, posigrade, heads-up
- Attitude db = ±1° then 0.5°/3 axis
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REP. NO.
KEY EVENT/ACTIVITY
REF. I KSC LAUNCH-EASTERLY
GET










HOHMANN BURN # 1
- OMS Burn Checklist
-AV = 121.7 f.p.s.
- Apogee/Perigee =117/100
- Terminate Powered Flight Navigation





Q Attitude db = ±10°/3 axis
BURN ATTITUDE AND HOLD
HOHMANN BURN # 2
o Align
9 OMS Burn Checklist
e Powered Flight Navigation
e AV = 30.6 f.p.s.




























d h m s
PAYLOAD PRE-DEPLOY CHECKOUT
« Attitude db = ±45°/3 axis




6 Attitude db = ±10°/3 axis
« Deploy Attitude
e Deploy Payload from Cargo Bay
e Final Checkout and Payload Orientation
o Activate Payload Systems
e Check Extended payload
- Visual
- Data Link
« Coast to Release Point
- Close db to ±0.5°/3 axis
PAYLOAD RELEASE
o Retract Manipulator Arms
o Separate to safe distance
© Maneuver on Payload LOS
- Attitude db = ±10°/3 axis
e Monitor Payload Functioning






















BURN ATTITUDE AND HOLD
e IRU Alignment
e Attitude db
e Target Phasing and Rendezvous with
Recoverable Satellite
HOHMANN BURN I 3
e OMS
e Horizontal , In-Plans, Posigrade, HU
e Orbiter trails target 6.8° In-Plane
© AV = 42.8 f.p.s.
e Post-Burn Procedures
e Powered Flight Navigation
e Apogee/Perigee = 141/117 N.M.
o Audio cue
BURN ATTITUDE AND HOLD
e Attitude




e Corrective Combination Burn
e AV = 127.0 f.p.s.



























BURN ATTITUDE AND HOLD
e Attitude
e Powered Flight Navigation
o IRU Alignment




o 4V = 47 f.p.s.
o Apogee/Perigee = 160/160 N.M.
© Post Burn Procedures
9 Audio Cue
TARGET LOS ATTITUDE MANEUVER
o Maintain LOS
o Attitude db = ±10°/3 axes
TPI MANEUVER
a Posigrade, Pitched Up




o AV = 21 f.p.s.
© Apogee/Perigee = 171/160 N.M.


















e Attitude db = ±.5°/3 axis
e Maintain LOS on Target
o "Apogee/Pertgee ='170/170'N.M.
o AV = 28 f.p.s.
o Audio/Visual Cues
FINAL CLOSURE
e Translate to 500 feet at 1 f.p.s.
e Activate Manipulator Arms
c Orient Below Target to 50 ft. at 1 f.p.s.
e Retrieve Payload with Manipulators
e Secure Payload and Manipulators
e Audio/Visual Cues
BURN ATTITUDE AND HOLD
e Attitude
e Powered Flight Navigation
e IRU Alignment
© db = ±.5°/3 axis
START APU
SECURE RADIATORS



























e AV = 250 f.p.s.
e Apogee/Perigee = 170/TBD
o Audio/Visual Cues
ENTRY PREPARATIONS
o Entry Attitude-Orbital Rate
o IRU Alignment
e System Status Checks
® OMS Propel!ant Dump-Non Propulisve
e Targeting
ENTRY INTERFACE
e Altitude^1 400,000 feet
9 Angle of Attack = +34°
e Roll Angle = 85°-
o V = 25,700 f.p.s.
e GAMMA = -1.0°
o Monitor Heat Loads, Trajectory
e Audio/Visual/Motion Cues
© Weight = 195,583 Ib.















d h m s
VHF COMM BLACK-OUT ENDS
e Check Navigation Errors
pp 9.12c-2 o Altitude = 130,000 feet
LOCK ON RADIO NAVIGATION
e TACAN/ILS/Radar Altimeter
HIGH KEY
e Begin Automatic Terminal Guidance
o Initiate Transition Maneuver
- Begin Angle of Attach Transition to Front
Side of L/D Curve
© Energy Management






© Altitude = 40,000 feet, Mach =1.0
LOW KEY

























o Modulate Speed Brakes and Angle of Attack
o Localizer
LANDING FLARE
o ILS Glide Slope
o Altitude = 500 feet
o Landing Gear Down
TOUCHDOWN
o KSC Landing
o Speed = 152 Knots
i^*.,
o Deploy Drag Chute, Speed Brakes
o Wheel Brakes and Steering
o Latitude = +28.567°
Longitude = -80.617°
Altitude = 15 feet
Heading = 150° or 330°
o Runway 300' X 15,000'






































The Shuttle Orbiter will possess intact (crew, payload, vehicle)
abort capability throughout the boost phase. Return will be to the initial
launch site. Crew-only safe egress will also be provided on the pad.
Candidate abort regions which have been identified are:
Pad and low altitude
Return to site (unpowered)
Return to site (powered)
Once-around orbit
To orbit-degraded mission
Booster powered glide return
Data References
1. 20 P. IV-6 . .
2. 7 P. A. 7-1; 16 p. 2-16; 25 p. 42
2.1.7.1 Pad and Low Altitude
2.1.7.1.1 - Requirements
This abort region extends from the pad to the point in the
boost trajectory at which an unpowered glide return becomes possible (about
*=-!--.
30 seconds).
Two abort procedures are foreseen in this region:
1) Crew Egress. If launch commit has not yet occurred and
warning time is adequate (e.g., 2 minutes), the crew. will leave the orbiter,
and proceed to blast shelters via high speed elevator or slide wires to a
blast-protected room.
2) Orbiter abort. If launch commit has occurred or warning












After ASRM ignition, booster thrust is terminated, the orbiter separated
from booster and external tank, and the orbiter rides the abort rocket
to burnout. (An alternate strategy suggested would be to remain attached
to the tank, allowing use of the orbiter main engines as well. The
-tank would be jettisoned ,a.t a safe altitude after burnout.)
\" Aerodynamic control is expected to be adequate, and no abort
SRM TVC is required. Accelerations should not exceed 3 g's ASRM's must be
jettisoned upon burnout. . QMS. fuel and oxidizer must also be dumped after
ASRM burnout to facilitate orbiter trim for landing. The orbiter will
execute an unpowered glide return to the launch site during and after
propellent dump. The ASRM(s) will provide an initial thrust-to-weight ratio
of about 2.45 (full payload), burn time of about 21 seconds, and a total
impulse of near 16 million Ib-sec. It is anticipated that the ASRM's
will be jettisoned unburned on a nominal mission shortly after this abort
region ends. Trajectory information for ASRM aborts at 0 seconds (pad)
has been developed and is shown below:,
T+ 65 SEC FUEL DUMP COMPLETE





• ASRM *(JU THRUST AND ATTACH RELEASE (2.1 SEC)













.2.1.7.1.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable
2.1.7.1.3 Data References
1) 166 pp 2-49, 2-50
2) 7 p. A. 7-2.; 25 .p. 39; 20 p. IV-6; 13 p. 4-7; 162
' • ' p. 2-49
_... 3) 7 p. A. 7-2, A. 7-3; 16 sect. 6; 166 p. 2-50
4) 13 p. 4-7, 4-8, 4-9











'2.1.7.2. Return to Site Unpowered
2.1.7.2.1 Requirements ~ '
The glide return abort region begins at the point at which
the vehicle has attained altitude and velocity permitting unpowered return.
It is expected to last from 30 seconds after launch to 86 seconds after
-launch, after which downrange momentum is too great. Upon abort in this
region, thrust is terminated, and the orbiter separated from the external
tank/SRM cluster. It is expected that separation can be accomplished
aerodynamically in this region; (maximum dynamic pressure is attained in
this interval). After separation, the orbiter executes an unpowered glide
back to the launch site. A trajectory for such an abort at 86 seconds
after launch has been developed, it involves a coast to apogee, followed
by a turn to return to the launch site. It is illustrated below:
10 15 20 » jO 35

















1) 7 p. A. 7-2; 16 p. 2-18; 25 p.42; 166 p. 2-51
2) 7 p. A. 7-3, A. 7-4; 16 p. 2-17; 166 p. 2-51
3) 166 p, 2-51












2.1.7.3 Return to Site Powered
2.1.7.3.1 Requirements
This abort region begins at the point at which range and
velocity do not permit an empowered glide return, nominally about 86
seconds after launch. Staging is ordinarily included in this region.
The region terminates at the point at which all the H0 in the external
tank is required to create an acceptable return trajectory. If an orbiter
engine out is the malfunction prompting abort, this occurs about 300 seconds
after launch. Upon abort, the booster SRM thrust is terminated and the
SRM's are separated (if attached). The orbiter main engines continue
thrusting, and a retrograde attitude is assumed to brake downrange velocity,
then propel the orbiter back toward the launch site. After,reaching a -
point at which an unpowered glide return can be accomplished, the external
tank is released (at a dynamic pressure between 2 psf and 25 psf) and a
normal approach and landing is made at the launch site. A trajectory has
been developed for abort at the end of the region (300 sec. after launch).
Trajectory information is:
I * TOO SEC




/ I • 550 SEC \ £-'









1. 7 pp. A. 7-2, A. 7-5, A.7-6; 16 pp. 2-17, 2-18, 2-19;
25 p. 42; 166 p. 2-51












This region begins at the point at which the orbiter can in-
ject into a once-around orbital trajectory, returning to the launch site
without a deorbit burn (e.g., a 16 x 176 n.mi. orbit). The Orbital
Maneuvering System and RCS is used to supplement the orbiter main engines
in. providing thrust to attain once-around orbital conditions. By using
109% EPL on the main engines, the once-around region's beginning coincides
with the end of the powered glide return region. It is expected to end
about 140 seconds later when insertion into a nominal orbit is feasible.
The insertion conditions must be targetted so as to ensure acceptable
entry V-y conditions making provision for navigational uncertainties, and
so as to maintain required downrange from the orbiter's entry interface
within the orbiter's aerodynamic capability. The once-around region is
highly dependent on trajectory conditions, OMS propellant available, and
nature of the malfunction causing the abort. The following trajectory
parameters have been developed for a once-around abort at 300 sec. into a
polar orbit boost:
EMTBr (BEHIND)(t + 4160SEC»
LAT-420N














2.1.7.4.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable
2.1.7.4.3 Data References
1. 7 pp. A. 7-6, A. 7-7; 16 pp. 2-20, 2-21; 166 pp. 2-51,2-52
2. 7 p. A. 7-2, 16 p. 2-18
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This region begins at tne point at which the orbiter can inject into
a 50x100 n.mi. orbit with adequate OMS propellent to circularize and deorbit (abott
350 ft/sec). The remaining OMS propellant above this amount may be used in the bobst
burn, some of the mission objectives may be accomplished in this case.
2.1.7.5.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable
2.1.7.5.3 Data References
















A booster powered glide return is an optional abort mode available
if an orbiter main engine fails during mated ascent. If other abort modes are no
preferred., the mated burn can be continued until ordinary shutdown of the booster
whereupon an ordinary glide return abort can be executed.
2.1.7.6.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable
2.1.7.6.3 Data References













2.1.8.1 Staging . - -
2.1.8.1.1 Requirements
Staging, expected to occur 109.1 seconds following launch,
is initiated after SRM thrust falls below 5% of nominal average value.
-Separation i-s <aoGomp'T4shed-"by -use -of -specra'l separation rockets emplaced
in tfre SRM casings. Three rockets are placed forward, three aft. Each
rocket has an average vacuum thrust of 27,000 Ib. Aft separation rockets
are installed at a greater angle than forward rockets to compensate for
the 17? SRM engine cant angle. 0.02 +_ 0.01 seconds following the firing
of separation rockets, pyros fire to release SRM attachments to the
external tank. The separation rockets continue to burn for 2 seconds.
During abort staging, firing of separation rockets is delayed until 3
seconds following SRM thrust termination. The sequence is illustrated
below: . "
NOTE: OR8ITER IS INVERTED
H4 FLIGHT
THRUST TERMINATION PORT













1 * 0 SEC INITIATE ROCKET





1— « SEC SEPARATION
COMPLETE THRUST TERMINATION










1. 166 p. 2-17; 7 p.A.6-6
2. 166 pp.2-46, 2-47, 3-80, 7-81
7 pp. A.6-26, A.6-27, A.6-28, C.l-19











2.1.8.2 Tank Drop Maneuver •
2.1.8.2.1 Requi rements
The external tank will be jettisoned after insertion. Elapsed
time from insertion to tank jettison ranges from 5 minutes to over 20
minutes, depending upon the mission. The process 'begins shortly after
insertion,
 wnen dumping of remaining propel 1 ant is initiated. 02 will be
dumped first, followed byH2- Tanks will be depressurized to 5 to 15 PSI
before jettison. The dumping process will be manually controlled.
i
Propellant disconnects are then separated, to prevent disturbing force
at tank separation. Next, the orbiter is oriented to the tank deorbit
-attitude (ordinarily about 40° above velocity vector - varies from 37°
for deorbit at 100 n.mi. alt. to 67° at 50 n.mi. alt). Attitude is
maintained within .±1 . The tank is separated with a zero-force release,
and the orbiter flies away with an 8 second RCS burn which imparts a
3
 !!•_ relative velocity along the orbiter z-body axis. About 17 seconds5 cC
thereafter, the deorbit motor on the external tank ignites, and burns for
37 seconds with a thrust of 18,500 Ib. The result is a tank AM of
ft300 — .adequate to deorbit it. . .. ..5 cC
2.1.8.2.2 Rational for Assumptions
Not applicable
2.1.8.2.3 References
1. 166 p. 29
2. 166 pp. 3-60, 3-61
3. 166 pp. 2-45, 2-46













IRU alignment will be accomplished periodically during the
flight and, in addition, shortly before certain critical events. Ordinarily
the on-board computer will schedule IRU alignment, although the crew may.,
in unusual cases, alsorequest IRU alignment. Fine alignment will be con-
ducted entirely by the computer, ordindarily without manual assistance,
up to the point of actual gyro torqueing. The computer will drive the
star trackers, and issue its own "mark" commands. It will perform
reasonableness tests on the results, and check computed IRU errors against
expected errors. If results are unreasonable, the crew will be notified.
If results are reasonable, the computer will display calculated gyro
torqueing angles and expected gyro torqueing angles for acceptance. A
C0AS will be provided for IRU coarse align (and backup rendezvous angle
tracking).
2.1.8.3.2 Rationale for Assumptions
N o t applicable . . • • . . .
2.1.8.3.3 *— References
1. 46 3-14 through 3-18; 30 pp. 9.6-96, 9.6-97
2. 30 pp. 9.6-94 through 9.6 - 109
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Unlike Apollo or Skylab, a shuttle rendezvous sequence can
contain any number of burns. The on-board computer will plan the rendezvous
sequence, and target the individual burns, for rendezvous with a coopera-
tive target vehicle. The use of ground tracking facilities is anticipated
for rendezvous with a passive satellite. The precise sequence used in a
given case will be dependent on crew specified constraints and the initial
relative states of the two vehicles. A coelliptic burn sequence will
.- " • " -
ordinarily be used. The orbiter will ordinarily be the active vehicle
during rendezvous. The 0MS will normally be used to provide delta-V
through terminal Phase initiation, after which the RCS will provide mid-
course and braking thrust. For single orbit retrieval missions, it may
be necessary to burn the TPI burn during boost, (i.e., at insertion, the
orbiter would be 10 n.mi. below and 25 n.mi. slant range behind the target).
In such case, the 0MS would be used for major braking in the target vicinity
(about lioli delta-V). Braking burns will be targetted and effected by
t.be on-board computer. Rendezvous flight times have been estimated for









MINIMUM RENDEZVOUS TIME (NO PHASING!
NOTES:
\. COPLANER INSERTION
2. SIX dV BURN'S
3. MIN TIME BETWEEN BURNS IS 1/2 REV
4. LIGHTING CONDITIONS NOT CONSIDERED
5. PHASING IN A 100-NMI ORBIT
6. PARKING TIME IS PROPORTIONAL TO
PHASING ANGLE
. PARKING TIME IN 100 N Ml ORBIT
FOR 360 OEG PHASING
MAXIMUM RENDEZVOUS TIME
(300 DEC PHASING)
4 8 12 16 20 24 28









Apollo A-steer is used for guidance steering. Navigation updates during
the latter stage of rendezvous with a cooperative vehicle are obtained
using TACAN equipment, and a star sensor. TACAN provides range data and
the star sensor acquires a target light to provide bearing. Range rate
(to within .5 — ) will be obtained by the on-board computer from range,
sec
data.
2.1.8.4.2 Rationale for Assumptions
N o t applicable - - - - - - - - • - . . . . . . . .
2.1.8.4.3 References ~ ' "" " •"" ;
1. 20 p. IV-9; 4 pp. 9.8-1 through 9.8-16
1 : :- 2. 166pp. 3-97, 3-110,
 : i. . . . . . . . — -,
3. 166 p. 2-79 • "
' 4 . 2 0 p p i IV-S, IV-19, IV-20 , j ;
 ;
5. 30 pp. 9.8-S6 through 9.8-69 .. .
" • 6. 166 p.2-75 "'" ~' ' - i 'i -' '', , ;
DATE 10/20/72
REV.
- .SINGER-GENERAL PRECISION, INC.




REF ". " . , . _ . - . - ..... .
KEY ...... -- — •
 : -
2.1.8.5 Docking ...... . . -
2.1.8.5.1 Requirements • • - - - . ' - ,
1 Docking will be manually controlled. RCS will be used for
2 attitude maintenance and translational propulsion. The payload manipula-
tors may also be used in the final phase of docking, for relative state
2 3 sensing, maneuvering, and braking. The docking mechanism, located behind
the cockpit on the upper side of the vehicle, provides for positive en-
gagement and release of the target, and need not be removed for personnel
and cargo transfer. Maximum docking misalignments and errors are:
3 - .. ; lateral misalignment 4.5 ft • --------- - ..... ------ ;
angular misalignment ± 5°
:
 : roll misalignment ±7° _ _ •
clostngvelocity .5 —
sec
active vehicle rates 1
sec
passive vehicle rates . 1
..... sec . . ....... .- .......
Time from rendezvous completion (within 10 n.mi.) to docking may be as
short as 5 minutes. •
2.1.8.5.2 Rationale for Assumptions . ..... ........
Not applicable ,
2.1.8.5.3 References
1. 166 p. 3-96 . ......... - ...... -
2. 30 pp. 9.10-1, 9.10-2; 20 p. IV-18, 22 pp II-l, VIII-9,
vin-6 - -
3. 166 pp. 3-52, 3-53













1 Payload deployment is accomplished using two 50-foot arm- like
cargo manipulators. Only one of the two arms is required for ordinary
cargo handling .operations.. .(.Both arms are needed for orbital assembly.)
After opening the payload bay doors, the arms are deployed above the
vehicle fuselage. Each arm possesses a shoulder, elbow, and wrist, with
2, 2, and 3 joints, respectively. A torque-producing electric motor is
located at each joint. Arms will be manually controlled using hand or
arm controllers in the crew station with variable gain force feed back.
Manual commands will be translated to torque commands for joints in the
on-board computer. Visual information will be provided to the operator
by direct viewing from the cockpit, supplemented by four TV cameras.
One camera is mounted on the end of each arm, one forward, and one aft
2 in the cargo bay. The f i f th is aligned along the centerline of the
3 docking hatch. The payload attachment system is remotely actua-
ted. Payloads are deployed by grasping them with a hand-like ,
terminal device, lifting them out of the payload bay, and re-
leasing them. Residual rates will be less than -5 —r; and
.1 |f§. A 65,000 Ib. payload can be deployed in 10 minutes. U
to five payloads may be deployed during a mission.
2.1.8^6.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable.
.2.1.8.6.3 References
1. 22 pp. II-2, II-4, VII I -98
2. 7 p. B.3-41; 166 pp. 3-156, 3-159















Payload retrieval, after successful rendezvous, is accomplished
using the cargo manipulators described in Section 2.1.1.8.7. Once a
station-keeping position is attained, a standard manipulator trajectory
for arm deployment to a position short of the payload is commanded and
monitored by the operator. The operator then manually engages the pay-
load, and places it in the payload bay. The manipulator is useful for
braking small relative velocities as well as translating the payload. The
payload is then secured in the payload bay, and payload interfaces are
.connected without EVA.
2.1.8.7.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not Applicable
2.. 1.8.7.3 References
1. 22 pp. II-2, II-4, VII-98
2. 166 p. 3-159
















The deorbit burn will place the orbiter on a trajectory
which will result in a safe (tolerable heating and g-loads) entry and
landing at the desired place. The deorbit burn wi'll be targeted by the
on-board computer. Since, in general, several acceptable deorbit oppor-
tunities will exist, the on-board computer will display alternative de-
orbits to the crew, which will select a particular opportunity based on
entry crossrange, time to ignition, required delta-V, lighting conditions
at landing, urgency of return, etc.
;
 The following table provides a summary of deorbit oppor-




































'Time between last ascending node and first descending node opportunity
"Time between l«t descending node and first ascending node opportunity
"'Seven consecutive opportunities
A single 0MS burn will provide the required deorbit delta-V.. Sample
values of deorbit Delta-V range from 230 — in a 100 n.mi. circular
sec
orbit to 800 It in a 500 n.mi. circular orbit. Deorbit guidance will
sec
be provided by an adaptive guidance system, necessary since burn arcs of
up to 70° will be possible.
2.1.8.8.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable
- 2.1.8.8.3 References •
1. 31 p. 9.12-4 •
2. 166 p.2-75
3. 20 p. IV-20; 166 p.1-3
4. 166 p.2-8












1 Following the deorbit burn, RCS is used to orient the
orbiter to the entry attitude. Entry attitude for the high cross-range
polar trajectory has an angle of attack of 34° and a bank angle of 30°.
An adaptive initial entry guidance law is used to compensate for deorbit,
aerodynamic, and atmospheric dispersions. Angle of attack is held con-
stant and bank angle is modulated to control heating rate until a pullout
DTI I
2 stagnation heating rate has been attained (80 -r2 - normally). The
3 pullout heating rate is then maintained by modulating bank angle until
an altitude of about 215,000 feet is achieved. The next sector of the
entry profile is flown along a descending path at a constant rate of
change of flight path angle of -.00025 deg/sec until nominal bank angle
reaches 15°, after which time it is maintained until pitchdown.
1 This is approximately the minimum altitude trajectory that satisfies
. .turbulent heating constraint. Bank angle is modulated to control heating
and cross-range. Angle of attack is modulated for downrange control.
3 4 The automatic guidance system will use a stored reference trajectory,
and add angle of attack and bank angle perturbations to the trajectory
schedule for off-nominal conditions. Scheduled angle of attack for the
1 entry (until pitchdown) is a constant 34°. Variations from the
schedule of up to 4° in angle of attack are anticipated as the guidance
system corrects for range-to-go feedback. Entry constraints, and normal













STAGNATION HEATING R*TE q (flTU/FT* SEC) *
MAXIMUM SUSTAINED ALTITUOS FOR a • 34*
TURBULENT HEATING
RATE (X.'i. * I.Ola
(BTU/FT2SEO '60
Three-axis RCS attitude control will be used exclusively
until dynamic pressure sensed by vehicle acceleration exceeds 2 -rrg- .
At that time, trim commands to the elevens are initiated. Attitude
.control and rate damping .functions are still performed by RCS. When
dynamic pressure exceeds 25 ip- , elevens assume pitch and roll control,
replacing RCS. In the automatic mode roll control for bank angle modula-
tion is obtained by differential deflection of the elevens. In manual
mode (control stick steering) eleven control is supplemented with 200
millisecond yaw - RCS impulses to improve handling qualities. Eleven
trim capability in this flight regime exists for angles of attack between
20° and 50°. In manual modes, the pilot corrects bank angle and angle of
attack steering errors. Yaw attitude control is performed hy RCS.











I ' ' '—I—I—I—'—'
1 I I I I \ 1 1 1
On the high cross-range polar trajectory, about 23 1/2 minutes elapse
between entry interface (400,000 ft. altitude) and the beginning of
pitchdown (about mach 8). .
2.1.8.9.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable.
2.1.8.9.3 References -
1. 166 PP. 2-77, 2-80 - •
. 2. 166 P. 2-76
-- • ' *^,, - - • .. .
3. .167 PP. 1-4, 1-5 . :...„..
4. ' 4 PP. 9.12D-1 through 9.120-11; 31 • -
PP. 9.12-48 through 9.12-55
5. 166 PP. 1-4, 2-61, 2-70, 2-71
'2.1.8.10 Hypersonic-Supersonic Transition
2.1.8.10.,! Requirements
When velocity reaches 8,000 ft/sec, a gradual pitchdown










attack of about 10°. The pitchdown maneuver will ordinarily last 7-8
minutes, and will terminate at a velocity of about 1,500 ft/sec. The
angle of attack rate will be approximately constant, while bank angle
will be modulated for downrange and cross-range control. Bank angle
will be restricted to 60°. As in the case of entry, guidance and
control will -be derived from the -on-board computer, with
manual backup.
Control will be effected as for entry (pitch and roll
controlled by elevens, yaw by RCS) until angle of attack drops below 20°
and mach number below 4. At that point, the rudder will be activated,
and yaw control will be achieved by a blending of rudder and RCS. —••-•
When angle of attack drops to 10° and mach number is below 2, the rudder
is fully effective and yaw-RCS is deactivated. .
After the communications blackout, TACAM range'and bearing
information is used to update inertia! navigation.
^2.1.8.10.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable. -• - -
2.1.8.10.3 References
1. 166 .PP. 2-77, 2-80; 167 P. 1-5
2. 26 P. 6-15
3. 166 PP. 2-61, 2-70, 2-71
4. 166 PP. 2-80, 3-97
2.1.8.11 Energy Management .
2.1.8.11.1 Requirements
After pitchdown is completed, angle of attack is maintained at about 10°,










achieved. Angle of attack and bank angle will be modulated to control
down-range and cross-range. Approach is ordinarily initiated at an
altitude of 50,000 ft. and a velocity of mach 0.8. At this point the
split rudder speed brake is opened to 40 degrees. It is thereafter
modulated to .control indicated airspeed at .250 knots until after final
approach initiation. Glide range is controlled by elevens (and the speed
brake). The on-board computer will ordinarily fly an optimal two-run
approach trajectory, but will fly others if required by initial conditions.
Final approach typically begins at an altitude of.10,000 feet with
~. ." . i. •
interception of the 15° glide slope. At this time, landing gear isextendec
Constant airspeed (250 keas) is maintained until altitude reaches 1,050
feet, where a pullup (preflare) maneuver is initiated to effect a
transition to the 3° glide slope. The shallow glide slope is followed
until altitude drops to 80 feet, at which time a final flare is initiated
to reduce altitude rate to less than 10 ft/sec. Touchdown is targetted
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£H- v / s • v"
£NO X ' ' I I
RUNWAY >^ \ I A
• 15° GLIDE SLOPE
INTERCEPT
• h • 10.000 FT
• ••J50KEAS
M • 0.8. l> - 50.000 FT END OF TRANSITION
PRE FLARE MANEUVER
h- 1050 FEET
• PRE-FLARE TO TOUCHDOWN • 29 SEC
• AIRSPEED AT TOUCHDOWN • 160 KEAS
Figure 2-99. Baseline Energy Management
Approach and Landing
[INOICAIJO AIR SPEEQ KTSl| w
Control is ordinarily automatic, but manual control is provided. Control
stick steering operational modes are expected to be direct, stability
augmentation system, and rate command/attitude hold. Glide-brake to .
eleven trim compensation will offset pitching moment induced by glide
brake modulation. Manual inputs will be accepted from rotation controller
(two-axis) and rudder pedals. Trim capability exists for angles of










.' . Continuous navigation updates from TACAN and ILS are
accepted by the on-board computer (including two glideslopes). Radar
altimeter information is used near touchdown. . . . • . .
Twelve minutes is the expected time from the end of
pitchdown to landing.
2.1.8.'11.2' Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable.
2.1.8.11.3 References
„ 1. 166 PP. 2-61, 2-77, 2-80
2. 31 P. 9.15-3; 166 P. 3-97'
3. 166 PP/2-72, 2-73, 3-31; 4 P. 9.15-78; 184 P. DP-23
. 4. 31 P. 9.14-15 ... - .
5. 166 P. 1-4 ;"
6. 166 P. 3-97
2 .1.8.12 Cruise
2.1.8.12.1 Requirements "
When carried on operational space missions, air breathing
engines are deployed below mach 0.9 (by 40,000 feet altitude), started
below 40,000 feet, checked out at full power, and returned to idle power
stand-by status. Checkout adds 3.5 n.mi. to approach range. The process


























The air breathing engines provide 15 minutes, loiter time at 10,000 feet
(standard day) to allow operational assessment of conditions prior to
landing. Alternately, they may provide a range extension of 97 n.mi.
from an altitude of 30,000 feet, or provide one go-around. Two trajec-
tories using air breathing engines are outlined below:
DATE 10/20/72 ™E SINGER ccL\J 1 £.\J 1 1 £. SIMULATION PRODUCT
REV. BINGHAMTON. NEW
)MPANY











©ABES DEPLOYMENT AT "30, 000 ft.
©ABES STARTUP AT 25000 FT & CHECKOUT
WHILE DESCENDING TO 10000 FT
©LOITER - MAX ENDURANCE AT 10000 FT
@ DESCENT - POWER OFF




@ ABES DEPLOYMENT AT 45000 FT
©ABES STARTUP AT 40000 FT & CHECKOUT
WHILE DESCENDING TO 30000 FT
©INTERMEDIATE POWER DESCENT
30-10K FT
© AFTERBURNER CRUISE AT 10000 FT
©IDLE POWER DESCENT
©LANDING & SHUTDOWN - IDLE POWER
WEIGHT THRUST FUEL TIME RANGE
































WEIGHT THRUST FUEL TIME RANGE
















































2.1.8; 12.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable.
2.1.8.12.3 References
1. 167 PP. 1-5, 4-5
2. 167 P. 4-7
3. 166 P. 2-56; 26 P. 7-9
4. 167 P. 4-9
2.1.8.13 Landing and Rollout
2.1.8.13.1 Requirements
The shuttle orbiter touchdown angle of attack is normally
13°, yielding speeds (40,000 pound payload) between 142 and 152 knots
with ground effects. Sink rate at touchdown will not exceed 10 ft/sec.
The orbiter is decelerated after landing using 70° speed
brake deflection, an anti-skid brake system and a drogue parachute. It
will be able to stop on a 6,000 foot dry runway, or a 10,000 foot wet
runway after clearing a 50 foot obstacle on a hot day (103°F). Rollout
control uses the on-board computer and inertial navigation system with
«=^ .
continuous ILS localizer updates.
2.1.8.13.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable.
2.1.8.13.3 References
1. 166 P. 2-52
2. 166 P. 3-31; 167 P. 4-5











2.2 " Atrnosphen'c F1 i ghts
2.2.1 Horizontal Flight Test .
2.2.1.1. Requirements
The shuttle orbiter flight test program, expected to begin
in late 1976, will verify shuttle operation in the horizontal, subsonic,
airbreathing portions of the flight envelope. Two orbiters will be
utilized in the program. The first orbiter, which will perform most
of the testing, will contain only those systems required for horizontal
flight and flight testing. The second orbiter will contain all operational
systems except OMS/RCS pods. Actual configurations are summarized in
section 3.3.7.3. The program is expected to consist of 153 flights, and
167 flight hours.
Orbiter 1 will make 113 flights, 137 flight hours, while
orbiter 2 will make 40 flights, lasting 30 flight hours. The program
will be conducted at Edwards Air Force Base. The program is summarized
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Horizontal Flight Test Objectives
Verify basic orbiter flightworthiness:
Evaluate low/medium speed handling
Preliminary airspeed calibration
Landing gear/low speed airframe buffet
Preliminary performance
Backup flight controls
Emergency landing gear operation
Check' systems operation
Determine subsonic performance and






Descent/missed approach and go-around
Static and dynamic stability
PIO susceptibility.
Lateral-directional coupling.
Speed stability and flight path response.
Short period damping.
Dutch roll damping.
Control response and effectiveness.
Manual trim control.
Speed brake response.
Crosswind takeoff and landing.
Controllability with asymmetric thrust.
Stall warning/buffet boundaries.
Veri fy subsystem performance in ferry









Verify capability to perform unpowered
approach and landing and establish safe
initial approach window.
Terminal energy management pro-
cedures and capability.





Ground effect and float characteristics.
























































The first orbiter flight will originate at the final
assembly site at Palmdale, California, and terminate at Edwards after
a brief inflight evaluation of vehicle handling and systems operation.
On the initial flight from Edwards, the vehicle's general handling
characteristics and subsystem performance will be evaluated, up to
270 knots at 10,000 "ft. altitude. The •first ten flight test hours
will expand the flight envelope to mach 0.7, 25,000 ft. altitude, and
normal acceleration to 2 g 's . Again, vehicle flying qualities and
subsystem performance will be confirmed. Communications and data
interfaces with ground stations and mission control will be verified,
performance data compiled, and controllability with asymmetric thrust
investigated. Remaining horizontal test flights will expand the flight
envelope accelerations to 2.5 g's and -1.0 g ' s . Aerodynamic and
response characteristics for various weights, c .g. 's , and configurations
(e.g. control surfaces, landing gear) will be established throughout
the flight envelope. Takeoff tests will'determine optimum nose wheel
liftoff speed, high speed ground handling characteristics, crosswind
controllability and performance, and engine-out performance. Landing
tests will determine runway requirements, go-around performance,
optimum braking techniques, and drag parachute performance. Subsystem
tests to be performed are summarized below:
SUBSYSTEM TESTS
ABPS
« ENGINE CONTROL AND RESPONSE
• INLET DUCT PRESSURE RECOVERY
• INLET OL'CT ANTI-ICING
• ENGINE AIR STARTS
• FUEL SYSTEM
. NACELLE AND ENGINE ACCESSORY COOLING
• LU8E SYSTEM
ECLSS




• VHP AND S-BAND ANTENNA TESTS
• VOICE AND DATA LINKS
ELECTRICAL/HYDRAULIC
. NORMAL AND EMERGENCY POWER
« GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION
CREW ACCOMMODATIONS
• CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS
• COCKPIT LIGHTING
GUIDANCE. NAVIGATION. AND CONTROL
• AUTOMATIC LANDING
• TACAN GLIDE SLOPE tl5°I.LOCALIZER.
RADAR ALTIMETER. FLARE AND TRANSITION
TO 3° GLIDE SLOPE. TOUCHDOWN. ROLLOUT
• FLIGHT CONTROLS
• RATE SENSING AND BODY BENDING
• STAB. AUGMENTATION SYS REDUNDANCY
• UNMANNED CAPABILITY IMANNEOSTANDBYI
.AUTOMATION OF DEDICATED PILOT FUNCTIONS










THE SINGER COMPANY -




Ref " Chase and photo-chase aircraft will be employed throughout
K e y . . . . . .
6 all flights which expand the flight envelope or otherwise are judged
to require them.
7 MSC Mission Control activity comparable to that of the
Apollo program will be conducted for selected horizontal flight tests.
8 NASA Mission Control at Edwards will control most horizontal flight tests.
During horizontal flight testing, the orbiters will carry
4 ejection seats and the Development Flight Instrumentation (DPI). The
DPI will provide over 2600 measurements of orbiter performance. A
9 dedicated overlay system, it will be removed at the end of the develop-
ment/testing program.
. . .2.2.1.2 . Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable. .
2.2.1.3 References
. - 1. 10 pp.. 5-94 through 5-100
2. 178 pp. 7-1
3. 166 pp. 1-12
. 4. 178 pp. 7-5
5. 178 pp. 7-3
6. 178 pp. 7-4, 7-7
7. 166 pp. 4-1.
8. 178 pp. 7-12








R e f "2.2.2 Ferry Flights . . . . . . .
Key .' .... . • • .
2.2.2.1 Requirements
1 . The shuttle orbiter possesses an operational self-ferry
capability. It will be able to fly, via multiple stops or aerial
refueling, between the east and west coasts of the continental United
States. Propulsion for ferry missions will be provided by four(air-
breathing engines. A ferry route from Edwards Air Force Base to
2 Kennedy Space Center has been projected. It has stops at:
Edwards Air Force Base, California
Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, Arizona
Biggs Air Force Base, Texas
-
 : ..... . Dyess Air Force Base, Texas . ..
Barksdale Air Force Base, Louisiana
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida
KSC ... ' .
The maximum leg on the route'is 386 n. mi., well within
3 the nominal 400 n. mi. ferry range. Elevation of these fields are
4 all less than 4,000 feet. . . .
1 .. - The shuttle orbiter can operate out of a 10,000 ft. long, .
150 ft. wide runway (sea level) on a hot (103°F) day. Takeoff weight of
5 216,000 Ib. is nominal. Fuel reserve is carried for 20 minutes at
idle power plus one minute of maximum power. During takeoff, rotation
6 can be initiated at 168 knots with liftoff at 186 knots. Acceleration
to sustained airspeeds greater than 1.2 times stall velocity can be
7 accomplished with gear down. Climb gradient of 5% should be attainable








Ref " continuous power at best climb speed. Cruise is at best cruise speed
Key
5 ' and altitude with an allowance for a SOktheadwind. Best cruise speed










0007D CONFIG QMS PODS OFF 4F401-PW-400
DRY ENGINES
150 160 170 180 , 190 . 200 210 220 230 240 250







150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240 250
GROSS WEIGHT 1000 LB.
Descent is made at maximum L/D in idte power. Fuel
reserves are adequate for 20 minutes loiter. The orbiter will be able
to land on a 10,000 foot wet runway (sea level) on a hot day (103°F).











































































A 50 knot headwind reduces range by about 13%, as shown below.
STANDARD DAY
AFTERBURNER POWER USED ONLY
FOR TAKEOFF
-NO HEADWIND



















Performance envelopes for the airbreathing engines are:
•2 engines AB power QMS pods ON

















LEVEL FLIGHT PERFORMANCE ENVELOPE
QMS POOS OFF













12 Absolute ceilings for various weights are shown below.
ABSOLUTE CEILING
2 engines AB power QMS pods ON









150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240 250
GROSS WEIGHT 1000 LB. '
The shuttle will be able to cruise at 10,000 feet on a
hot day with one engine out.





2. 166 pp. 4-3
3. 166 pp. 3-77, 3-78
4. 10 pp. 5-102, 5-10F
5. 167 pp. 4-12









7. 36 pp. 4-252 - see also 166 pp. 2-65
8. 167 pp. 4-15
9. 167 pp. 4-17 . . . .
10. 167 pp. 4-18 -
11. 167 pp. 4-21; 178 pp. 7-5
12. 167 pp. 4-23
13. 20













3.1.1 Operational Space Mission Configuration
3.1.1.1 Orbiter Vehicle
The orbiter vehicle described is the NRSSV0007D. The vehicle
is delta wing, single vertical stabilizer with three Main
166
 Engines (ME), two Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) engines,
and three Reaction Control System (RCS) pods containing 40
engines. The cargo bay is 15 ft. diameter and 60 ft. long
located aft of the crew compartment in the upper fuselage.
When installed, two Air Breathing Engines (ABE) are installed
as a module in the aft end of the cargo bay. External






























+3.0 at y = 125
















MPS Lower Eng. Gimbal
MRS Upper Eng. Gimbal
Rudder Deflection (deg)




+11° (Null: Pitch = 10.5°,
Yaw = 3.5°)




+4° JNull: Pitch = 11.5°,































































The payloads configuration is limited to the requirements
to fit within the 15 ft. diameter 60 foot length cargo bay.
With the ABES installed, the clear cargo bay area is limited
to 15 ft. diameter 39 T/4foot length. Payloads must be con-
figured with the proper attachment hardware for the manipulator
arms and with mass and mass distributions to within the
 ;
capabilities of the cargo manipulators and mission dynamics





4. Propulsive modules (Space Tug.) L
All payloads presently conceived are generally cylindrical
in shape; however, this is not a known constraint. In addition,
if docking is required on the present or future missions, the
payload must be equipped with compatible docking hardware.
Tables 3.1.1.2.1 through 3.1.1.2.8 list candidate payloads
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3.1.1.3 Solid Rocket Motors
3.1.1.3.1 156" Booster SRM
Each of the two SRMrs is 156 inches in diameter and 1802
inches long, nose to nozzle end. Each motor contains six segmen
of solid propellent, 6 separation solid rocket motors and
two thrust termination ports forward. The nozzles have a
fixed inboard cant angle of 1:1°. The nose cone of each168
motor contains the ribbon type parachute and recovery tracking
electronics. Mounting attachment points are described under
3.1.1.4. With respect to the External Tank coordinate system
the motors are located as follows:
156" SRM
LH Motor 919 to 2721 -245 448
RH Motor 919 to 2721 +245 448
The nose cone contains 3 110 ft. diameter ribbon type chutes,
reefing cutters, flotation bag, battery and a flashing light
with salt water switch. Two antennas are located on the Z
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3.1.1.3.2 SRM Separation Rockets
Each of the launch boost SRM's contain 3 separation rockets
forward and 3 aft. The vacuum thrust of each separation rocket
is 27,000 Ibs. with a burn time of 2 seconds. With respect
to the boost SRM X axis, the forward thrusters are canted
aft 45° and the aft thrusters are canted forward 45°. The
forward thrusters are rolled 20° off vertical, the aft 40°
off vertical.
3.1.1.3.3 Abort SRM's
The Abort SRM's are located inboard atop each orbiter wing
attached to the orbiter fuselage. Each rocket is 300 inches
long and 65.7 inches in diameter. Approximately 30 seconds
after liftoff, the ASRM's are jettisoned and are not recovered.
The nozzles have a minus 3° cant in the pitch plane to allow
maximum eleven travel. Thrust is aligned through the
orbiter center of gravity. Interface to the orbiter consists
of electrical safe, arm and igniter firing. The ASRM's are
separated by explosive bolts and a separation ramp. Mounting








ASRM 1307 to 1550 168 352
• ET Deorbit SRM
The External Tank deorbit SRM is housed in the nose section
of the tank. Orientation of the motor with respect to the
tank is fixed to align the thrust vector with the tank x axis.
The motor dimensions are:
Length = 75.3 inches including, nozzle








3.1.1.3.2 SRM Separation Rockets
Each of the launch boost SRM's contain 3 separation rockets
forward and 3 aft. The vacuum thrust of each separation rocket
178 is 27,000 Ibs. with a burn time of 2 seconds. With respect
•p 2-3 to the boost SRM X axis, the forward thrusters are canted
aft 45° and the aft thrusters are canted forward 45°. The
forward thrusters are rolled 20° off vertical, the aft 40°
off vertical.
3.1.1.3.3 Abort SRM's
The Abort SRM's are located inboard atop each orbiter wing
: attached to the orbiter fuselage. Each rocket is 300 inches
long and 65.7 inches in diameter. Approximately 30 seconds
pp 3-81 after liftoff, the ASRM's are jettisoned and are not recovered.
The nozzles have a minus 3° cant in the pitch plane to allow
maximum eleven travel. Thrust is aligned through the
orbiter center of gravity. Interface to the orbiter consists
of electrical safe, arm and igniter firing. The ASRM's are
separated by explosive bolts and a separation ramp. Mounting
coordinates with respect to the orbiter coordinate system are:
167 ASRM 1307 to 1550 168 352
pp 2-4
3.1.1.3.4 ET Deorbit SRM
The External Tank deorbit SRM is housed in the nose section
of the tank. Orientation of the motor with respect to the




2_5Q The motor dimensions are:
Length = 75.3 inches including, nozzle
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The External Tank is cylindrical in shape tapering at a 20° angle
to a cylindrical housing cover for the deorbit solid rocket motor.
The tank has 3 attachment points to the orbiter vehicle and 4 to
each SRM. The coordinate system is centered 200 inches forward
of the nose of the vehicle with plus X measured toward the Tank,





SRM aft (center slide) 2388
SRM aft (upper) 2388













The two orbiter aft attach points inc lude the umbi l l i ca l s
(Propulsion f l u id l ines, electrical harness). The SRM electrical
interface is through the aft upper and lower attach points. The
cylindrical nose housing for the deorbit SRM is 41.0 inches
diameter and 1240 inches long. The el l ipsoidal dome UL tank has
a volume of 21246 ft3 and is located aft of the SRM (station 324)3
tp^station 1066. The LHp tank has a volume of 58631 ft and
located between stations 1081 and 2440. Range safety equipment
consisting of:













are located in the area between the
antennas locations are approximately:


















Point sensors are located in each tank for propel!ant
utilization guaging. Each tank contains baffling to reduce
slosh. All fluid controls and valves for the ET operation
are located within the Orbiter. The ET instrumentation consists
of the transducers required for pressure, temperature, strain
and vibration data.
The External Tank outer dimensions are:
Length = 2067 inches
Diameter =318 inches
3.1.1.5 Air Breathing Engines
The operational space mission ABPS engines are installed as a
module in the aft section of the cargo bay. Two engines are
installed in the module located as follows (referenced to
Orbiter coordinates):






1068 to 1302 -70.5




















Fuel tank capacity = 21,000 Ibs.
The coordinates are with respect to the Orbiter reference system.
.3.1.1.6 QMS Engines
Two QMS engines are ins ta l led . in the aft end of the fuselage.
In the orbiter coordinate-system: "•""-
QMS Gimbal 1547 +96 454
The QMS yaw nul l is 0° with gimbal capability of 0° to 12°









The RCS is contained in three modules, one integrated
in each CMS pod and one in the orbiter fuselage nose.
















The docking tunnel is located overhead behind the commander/




above the 78 inch outer diameter airlock. The docking tunnel
retracts into the airlock for stowage. A front panel of the
tunnel opens upward providing a 40 inch clearance for EVA.
Payloads will contain a radial docking port and alignment
accomplished with an overhead window COAS at the cargo
manipulator station. Docking with another orbiter is assumed to
be port to port. The extended tunnel provides a 36 inch
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3.1.2 Operational Ferry Mission Configuration ""'
;
 The ABES module containing two engines is being replaced with a
module containing four engines. Additional fuel is supplied by a






















The ferry mission tank contains 26,000 Ibs. of fuel. The mission
tank remains installed for ferry missions and has a capacity of












The horizontal flight test configuration includes four
airbreathing engines installed as a module in the aft
section of the payload bay, additional JP fuel tankage,
smooth fairings replacing the OMS/RCS pods and ejection
seats for the flight crew. The flight crew will consist
of the commander and co-pilot only. The equipment
required solely for space operation will be omitted for














3.1.4 Vertical Flight Test
Orbiter 2 will be used with Development Flight Instrumentation
(DPI). The DPI will be removed from Orbiter 1 after horizontal
flight tests are complete and from Orbiter 2 after a planned
14th orbital flight. The first vertical flight will be unmanned
with chase planes and/or ground control backup to the auto systems
The vehicle will be configured for a once-around with landing
at Edwards AFB or a .2 1/2 .day-mission. -Ejection seats will be
installed for early flights. The first flight, if unmanned,
will include a GN & C subsystem sequence controller, and an
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KEY . 3.2 Equation of Motion
3.2.1 Coordinate Systems
3.2.1.1 Requirements
Simulation of Space Shuttle Missions will require a variety of
.coordinate systems. Several systems or classes of systems for which a
requirement is anticipated are listed below:
1. True-of-date Inertia! Besselian, Earth-Centered (or sufficiently good
approximation of true-of-date)
This system should be the basic E0M reference coordinate system
for all flight regimes except, possibly, approach and landing. (It should
not be used as basic system for approach/landing unless all calculations
are accomplished in at least 32 bit-mantissa floating point - even 32 bits
is marginal.) If accuracy requirements are very high, the system may have
to be updated occasionally to account for precession and nutation. An
example system would be:
x-axis: intersection of true equator and vernal equinox on date
z-axis: earth true north-polar spin axis on date
y-axis: completes triad
2. Ephemeral Inertia! Besselian, Earth-Centered
This system's definition will probably be determined by the system
in which the available ephemeris data is expressed. If accuracy require-
ments are low enough to permit precession effects to be ignored over the
time-span of interest, this system could be identical to system 1. (If sup-
plied data was not in this coordinate system, off-line transformation would
be necessary to put it in the system). The positions of stars, planets,
moon, and sun will probable be expressed in this system. An example system
would be (mean 1950):
DATElO/20/72
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KEY x-axis:. intersection of mean equator of 1950 and vernal equinox
;
 z-axis: earth mean north-polar spin axis of 1950
y-axis: completes triad
3. Geographic Earth-Fixed, Earth-Centered
Several such systems may be required. Location of tracking sta-
tions, TACAN transmitters, landing sites, etc., will be expressed in such,
systems. An example system would be:
x-axis:. intersection of instantaneous true equator and Greenwich
meridian . . - : -
'. : z-axis: earth north-polar instantaneous true spin axis
y-axis: completes triad
4. Landing Field Earth-Fixed, Landing Field-Centered
This system may be the basic E0M reference system during approach
and landing. In any case, it will probably be advisable to have vehicle
state available within it for use in various systems (visual, gear dynamics,
radar altimeter, landing aids, etc.). A sample system would be:
center: end of runway over which final approach trajectory passes
<*=,. along runway center-line
x-axis: along runway center-line, opposite to landing velocity
vector
z-axis: normal to reference ellipsoid at coordinate system center
positive up
y-axis: completes triad
4a. Other Earth-Fixed, point-on-earth Surface Centered coordinate systems









K E Y 5 . Stable Member Coordinate System . . . .
The current alignment of the platform stable member(s). Inertial
accelerometer readings are output in this system. The system is approxi-
mately inertially fixed (ignoring drift, it is inertially fixed) except
during platform realignment. The exact configuration of the system is
dependent on the current'alignment (plus drift). Several possible align-
ments are: . . . . .
Launch Plurnbline: .
x-axis: along normal to reference ellipsoid at launch site,
- - ~..-. positive up
z-axis: along launch azimuth, positive down range
y-axis: completes triad
(NOTE: It may also be necessary to make .E0M state
available in this system during boost for trajectory
verification)
Preferred Alignment for burn 'at time t:
x-axis: along vehicle burn-attitude longitudinal axis, positive
forward
y-axis: perpendicular to x-axis, and perpendicular to vehicle
radius vector at time t
z-axis: completes triad
Local Vertical Alignment at time t:
z-axis: along line connecting vehicle and center of earth at time
t, positive down
y-axis: normal to orbital plane at time t, positive in opposite
sense from angular momentum









KEY 6. Body Axis Coordinate System:
Propulsion and aero forces and moments will be computed in this
system, or a closely related system. Mass properties will be maintained in
this system or a system parallel to it. The system(s) will be fixed to the
vehicle. An example system would be:
center: vehicle e.g.
x-axis: in plane of vehicle symmetry, positive forward in the
longitudinal direction
z-axis: in plane of vehicle symmetry, positive down through
vehicle base ,,
y-axis: completes triad '
7. Target Vehicle (or Payload) Body Axis Coordinate Systems (3)
These systems will be fixed to the two target vehicle bodies,
propulsion and aero forces and moments on the target vehicles will be
computed in these systems, centered at the target vehicle c.g.'s.
8. Manipulator Wrist TV Axes
This coordinate system will define wrist TV camera orientation,
and attached payload position. It will also define (except for a roll









KEY A number of transformation matrices must be retained to transfer
data between coordinate systems. Several such transformations are cited
below, together with frequency of recalculation requirements, information
necessary to refigure them, and some of their uses.
1. Ephemeral Besselian to True-of-Date Besselian (system 2. to system 1.)
'Calculation: .
Frequency: Depends upon E0M accuracy requirements (and the time range
over which simulation will operate). May not require
recalculation at all. May require recalculation as often
' ' ' " . ' ". '"• as once every 15 minutes. Error to be controlled is
misalignment of earth spin axis and equator due to preces-
... --- -sion/nutation, which feeds into gravity and any other lati-
tude/longitude dependent parameters. Approximate maximum
precession misalignments in earth-surface position
- resulting from recalculation intervals of 1 year, 1 day,
and 20 minutes are shown below:
1 year 1 day 15 minutes
maximum
misalignment 3000 feet 8 feet 1 inch
These errors are "steady-state," and not oscillatory.
Required Information: Reference time in some absolute time reference
system (e.g., Julian centuries past epoch 1950.0)
Use: Ephemeris information will be in the Ephemeral Besselian system,
and must be transformed to true-of-date Besselian for use with
E0M state (or E0M state transformed to Ephemeris Besselian).
May also be useful in the process of updating the true-of date
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KEY 2. Geographic Earth-Fixed to True-of-Date Besselian (system 3 to system 9)
Calculation: . „
Frequency: Should be recalculated at the same rate as translational
E0M recalculates state information.
Required Information: Current true Greenwich hour angle.
Use: All earth-fixed locations (navaid stations, landing strips,
tracking stations, terrain, earth-surface features) will ordina-
rily be in this system, and must be transformed to true-of-date
Besselian to be used in conjunction with vehicle state (or E0M
state must be also available in this system). Gravitational
force must be calculated in this system. Ground track information
requires use of this matrix. All other earth-fixed system
transformations can be obtained by post-multiplying by a given
constant matrix, and possibly translating origin in addition.
Because of its simplicity, this transformation may be used
implicitly rather than explicitly in some calculations
(e.g., gravity).
3. Landing Field Coordinates to True-of-Date Besselian
*=*.
Calculation:
Frequency: Should be recalculated at the same rate as translational
E0M recalculates state information, during approach and
landing, if landing field coordinates not used as prime
E0M system at that time. If prime, must be calculated once
at time of translation of E0M to landing field coordinates.
Required Information: Transformation matrix 2 plus position (e.g.
latitude, longitude, altitude above reference ellipsoid,









KEY Use: Landing coordinates may be prime E0M system during landing.
In this case, the transformation will be needed at time of
•
transfer of coordinate base. If not the prime EJDM system,
since state will be maintained therein for approach and landing,
the transformation will be used to accomplish this.
4. Body to Stable Member Transformation
Calculation:
Frequency: The transformation should be calculated at the same rate
as rotational E0M makes available updated body rates.
Required Information: Body rates and platform drift rates. During
platform realignments, gimbal angle movements
since last iteration (or, equivalently,
rates due to pulsing) are also required.
Use: The outputs of the inertia! accelerometers must be obtained from
the body accelerations using this transformation. (NOTE: This
transformation will probably.be physically incorporated in the
IMU simulation.)
5. Body Axis to Basic E0M Reference System (True-of-Date Besselian or
landing field)
Calculation:
Frequency: Each rotational EfDM cycle.
Required Information: Body axis rotational rate (or orientation
quaternions/Euler angles).
Use: This transformation is required to transform propulsion and aero
forces to the basic reference system for use in" Trans! ational Ei&M.
Its inverse is required to obtain relative wind, required in body









KEY 6. Target vehicle body axes to basic EjDM reference system.
Calculation:
Frequency: Each target vehicle rotational E0M cycle.
Required Information: Target vehicle body axis rotational rates (or
orientation quaternions/Euler angles), when
target vehicle is a payload being moved by the
manipulator, the transformation can be found
from transformations 5 and 7, the manipulator
wrist roll angle, the point of attachment of
the manipulator arm terminal device, and the
— - -
 :
 payload attitude with respect to the terminal
device.
Use: Same as transformation 5.
7. Manipulator Wrist TV Axes to Shuttle Body Axes
Calculation:
Frequency: The same frequency as calculation of payload dynamics -
probably also the same frequency as rotational E0M, whenever
manipulator is operating.
Required Information: Manipulator joint angles (except wrist roll).
Use: The transformation will be used to describe the orientation of
the wrist TV camera on the manipulator arm. It may also be used
to determine the orientation of the grasped payload.
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' . ' '
3.2.2.1.1 Earth Gravitational
3.2.2.1.1.1 Requirements
The acceleration on the shuttle vehicle due to the Earth's
gravitational field must be simulated. Inverse-square gravi-
tational perturbation due to the non-spherical shape and
non-homogeneous makeup of the earth affect the shuttle trajec-
tory. For purposes of training simulation, earth gravita-
tional potential is usually modeled using potential functions
containing up to four perturbation terms. Three of these
terms (03. 3$, 04 terms; or second, third, and fourth har-
monics) are in magnitude functions of vehicle altitude and
latitude, the fourth (032 term) is in magnitude a function
of altitude, latitude, and longitude. Magnitude of perturbing
accelerations due to the J2, Js, and J/^ terms at various
latitudes in a 100 nm circular orbit are as follows:
: 0° 30° 45° 60° 90°
'Jo n f - j Tt Q £*. ^i ' f*. . fa.
'. c. . \j*t/ _ _ - _ £ • nyi o ' ** o nco ' ** o • f\T\ * ^ o nno ' ^ osec .wd ——c. .obc • • • '£ . .0/1 ~ c .uyj c.
• i TT •• T />—-3 Tt o TO .. Tn"^ Tu o i o .. in."1^ T u o -i -i m"^ ~^ o on ./ in"*'
-^
 x I0
 ?iT^ <17 x 10 sec '^9 x IU
.091 x 10"3 r~2 .10 x 10"3 ~-2 .21 x 10"3
Magnitude of perturbing accelerations due to the J£2 term at
various latitudes and longitudes where maximum and minimum
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.-14.8° .47 x 10"
3






















j Errors resulting from ignoring the 02 harmonic are clearly
serious during any flight phase. A position error of over
100 feet can build up in as little as a minute. It should be
included in all gravitational calculations. The effects of
the 03, J^, and 022 term are much smaller, but are still
significant. Over the period of a full orbit, since the
perturbative acceleration direction turns with the orbit,
the perturbations cancel to a substantial extent. However,
in half an orbit (2700 seconds), neglecting the 03, Jq, and
J22 perturbations could cause position errors of the order of
magnitude of 500 feet. Thus, it would be highly desirable
to include 03, J,, and Jp? terms during orbital coast. During
powered flight and entry, these terms (but not 02) might be
safatLy, neglected. However, it has been found that, during a
46 minute entry, the J22 term can affect touchdown point by
as much as 2.5 km. It would.be desirable to include all
four perturbation terms during all flight phases.












3 2 2 1 2• <J* £.*£.* 1 • C
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Other Celestial Body Gravitational
Requirements
The shuttle vehicle will be acted upon by gravitational forces
from other celestial bodies besides the earth. Lunar, solar,
and planetary gravitational fields will cause perturbative
.accelerati.ons upon the shuttle vehicle. Largest perturbative
accelerations which could be expected from several such bodies
in "worst case" conditions (shuttle in 500 nm orbit, celestial



















In evaluating the significance of these results, it should
be noted that at opposite points in an orbit, these perturba-
tions are in approximately opposite directions. So, over a
lull orbit, they largely cancel. A 500 nm circular orbit
takes some 6000 sec. Thus, at no point in an orbit could
planetary perturbations result in a position error of as much
as a tenth of an inch. They can safely be ignored. Solar
and lunar perturbations are far more significant. Ignoring
lunar perturbation could result in errors of the order of magni-
tude of 10 feet at some point in an orbit. Therefore, it
would be desirable to include lunar and solar perturbations
in the calculations of forces acting upon the shuttle while


















The Translational Equations of Motion for a simulated shuttle
vehicle must incorporate aerodynamic forces throughout most,
if not all, of the anticipated flight envelope (altitude £
500 nm) into orbiter trajectory calculations. At very low
altitudes and on the ground, ground effects and forces must
be included in the calculations of total forces on the vehicle.
Force exerted by the pad upon the vehicle must be picked up
before launch (or, alternately, force calculation bypassed,
and inertial state updated regularly to account for earth
rotation). Before horizontal takeoff and after touchdown,
normal force from the runway upon the tires must be provided
for, as well as fractional forces on the tires when the vehicle
is in motion on the ground. Additional frictional forces
result from braking during rollout. Runway unevenness and/or
tire flex effects may be calculated for motion cues. At
touchdown, high speed dynamic"transients resulting from shock
strut and tire flex motion at landing must be simulated.
At very low altitudes, at takeoff and landing, ground aero-
dynamic effects must be accounted for (air compression between
orbiter and ground, etc.). Approximate magnitudes of ground
effects at the landing angle of attack (13°) and speed
DATE lQ/20/72 THE SINGER COMPANY .
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i Change in lift force +7000 Ib.
! (Altitudes those of wing aero center)
i
Thrust magnitudes from the
Shuttle Main Engines, Orbi
Air Breathing Engines must
cant and/or gimbal angles,
3
• • • • - - - - • - . .
15 ft 10 ft
Altitude Altitude
+.15 +.25
+50000 Ib + 85,000 Ib
boost SRM's, abort SRM's, Space
tal Maneuvering System Engines, and
be resolved through the proper
and the resultant forces found in
the body axis system. Available canting and gimballing
; ' information for the above
: CANT
: PITCH YAW
MAIN ENGINES UPPER 16.5° UPPER 0
engines is as follows:
GIMBAL
PITCH
TVC7 DEFL. YAW DEFL.
YES +11° +11°
LOWER 10.5° LOWER INWARD 3.50
QMS 11.5° 0
BOOST
YES +4° 0° to 12°
Outward
'
SRM'S NONE 11° Toward motor NO
Center! ine
ABORT
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• Thrust from each RCS jet being fired must be applied as a
; force along the proper body axis, and included in the total
body forces.
3.2.2.1.3.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable.
3.2.2.1.3.3 References:
' 1. 23 pp. 115 through 110, 59 pp. 2.4-15, 2.4-16
j 2. 166 pp. 2-58, 3-60
-I 3. 166 pp. 3-75, 167, pp. 2-4
| 4. 166 pp. 2-34, 3-80
















Pay load Forces '-- : ----------- ,,.._,.._—„,. ----------
Requirements
During operation of the payload manipulator system, signifi-
cant forces may be exerted upon the shuttle orbiter, as well as
the payload. Orbiter payload mass can reach slightly over
2000 slugs, while orbiter mass without payload will be about
5000 slugs. It is evident from conservation of linear
momentum that the process of deploying such a payload could
generate significant position and velocity perturbation
upon the orbiter. Thus, forces on the orbiter body due to
payload handling (and payload manipulator docking) operations
must be included in the summing of total body forces acting
upon the shuttle orbiter. Error or malfunction in payload
handling operations could also result in low-speed collisions
with detached payloads, which will result in forces (or momen-
tum changes). Similarly, placement of a retrieved payload
in the payload bay will also ordinarily result in small body




1. 166 pp. 2-56
Docking Effects
Requirements
Maximum docking position misalignment of six inches and
maximum relative velocity at contact of 0.5












The orbiter docking mechanism will be a neuter docking concept
similar to that developed under the Advanced Missions Docking
System Contract. The concept is illustrated below.

















Figure 3-41. Neuter Docking Concept Meets All Requirements
The mechanism has redundant sets of attenuators with ten-inch
stroke to meet misalignment requirements. A docking ring
jettison charge holder, similar to that used on CSM, will be
used for separation in emergency and contingency conditions.
Forces (momentum changes) upon the orbiter due to position
misalignment and relative velocity at contact must be summed









dock. Attenuator effects must be included during docking
KEY
and undocking.
3.2.2.1.5.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable
3.2.2.1.5.3 References
1. 20 pp. IV-12
2. 166 pp. 3-52, 3-53, 3-93
3.2.2.1.6 Staging Effects
3.2.2.1.6.1 Requirements
•j The SRM separation system will utilize two clusters of sepa-
ration rockets to provide spacing between the SRM cases and
the orbiter/external tank vehicle to satisfy abort ( t £ 86 sec
and staging requirements. Each cluster of separation rockets
contains three 27,000 Ib. thrust motors. One cluster is
located forward, one aft. The aft separation rockets are
! installed at a greater angle than the forward rockets, to
, account for residual thrust from the skewed main rocket
nozzle. The separation rockets will fire for .02 +_ .01
seconds prior to SRM release, which is pyro actuated. Total
2 firing time is two seconds. Proximity aerodynamic effects
are significant, especially during abort separation. The
simulation should be able to identify recontact of SRM's
A with orbiter/external tank.
3 External tank separation is accomplished by a zero-force
4 release. An explosive-bolt system (triply redundant) is used





SIMULATION PRODUCTS D I V I S I O N






3.2.2.1.6.2 Rationale f o r Assumptions - - - - - . . .
A. The assumption is made that recontact dynamics need
not be simulated. SRM recontact would appear to be a catas-
trophic situation. Under previous ground rules, catastrophic
situations must be detected, but no further simulation require-
ments are made. SRM recontact would likely occur either on
the orbiter wing or against the external tank. The conse-
quences of collision damage to the orbiter wing are reasonably
obvious. The tank is of thin-wall aluminum monocoque con-
struction, not designed for SRM impact. The consequences
of a sudden large rupture of the LH2 tank are also reasonably
obvious.
References
1. 166 pp. 2-46, 2-47, 2-48, 3-83
2. 168 Sects. 9 and 10
3. 166 pp. 2-45, 2-46
4. 166 pp. 3-82, 3-83
5. 166 pp. 3-151, 3-152
•Venting and Dumping
Requirements
The presence of hazardous fluids on-board and thermal constraint-
on equipment require controlled venting of body cavities
during boost and entry to meet limits on basic airframe
pressure differential. Pressure differential control will
be accomplished by a network of non-propulsive vent ports













Residual and unused propel!ant in the external tank will
be dumped and the tanks vented prior to tank separation.
Dumping and venting will be accomplished through overboard
dump lines, and liquid propellant will also be dumped through
the engines concurrently to settle remaining propel 1 ants. A
velocity increment of up to 30 ft/sec may result from this
thrust. L02 dumping will be accomplished first, followed by
LH2.
Following deorbit, downstream QMS propellent lines and engines
are purged with residual helium. Engine valves are reclosed
prior to entry. Residual QMS propellants are dumped during
entry following a normal mission. The system is sized to dump





1. 166 pp. 3-22
2. 166 pp. 2-45, 2-46, 3-61










3.2.2.2 Trajectory Calculation Requiremehts
. 3.2.2.2.1 Orbiter
.3.2.2.2.1.1 Requirements
; The Equations of Motion simulation must maintain an accurate
orbiter trajectory through all mission phases, reflecting the effects of
..all -significant forces upon the orbiter. Given body forces, vehicle mass,
-j and gravitational accelration, it must maintain orbiter inertial position
- -j
! velocity, and acceleration.
Before launch, orbiter inertial state must reflect earth
rotational rate to a high degree of accuracy. During powered flight,
relatively rapid change in mass and in direction (and, at times, magnitude)
of body force requires high frequency of integration of forces and accelerations,i
- During entry and atmospheric flight, possible rapid changes in the total
body force vector also requires high integration rates. During orbital
..coast, resultant acceleration on the body is almost entirely that of gravity.
Gravitational force consists chiefly of an inverse-square term, which is very
amenable to exact closed-form analytic methods of propagation rather than
. open-loop integration. Gravitational force is also very stable, and can
"readily be approximated ahead. On the other hand, as discussed in
Section 3.2.2.4, accuracy requirements during orbital coast are considerably
..more stringent. Thus, a lower frequency may be used for integration, but a
scheme which maintains the predictable and slow-changing gravitational
effects at very high precision is required. If a very low frequency is
used, a simple high speed "interpolating" scheme may also be required to
















A number of situations may arise in which the inertia! position
and velocity of a vehicle other than the primary space shuttle vehicle must
be maintained.
During the nominal launch and insertion profile, other separate
".'vehicles are in the immediate vicinity of the shuttle vehicle at three points:
Abort SRM jettison, separation from boost SRM's, and separation from the
•external tank. In each case, it would be desirable to verify that recontact
does not occur, which would require maintenance for varying amounts of time
'of state vectors for these vehicles. In low altitude abort cases, it may be
desirable to verify that recontact with the separated external tank/SRM
i
jassembly does not occur. In the cases of abort SRM's, boost SRM's,
external tank/SRM assembly, or external tank jettison within the atmosphere,
state would only be maintained for a short time (of the order of several
seconds) to verify separation. The case of external tank jettison in
orbit is somewhat different. If the deorbit mechanism fails, it may be
;necessary to maintain external tank state for a considerable period of time.
Tank state will have to be maintained at least until after the next orbiter
burn in this case, longer if that burn is small. In all of these launch
phase cases, gravitational and aerodynamic forces must be considered, as












 boost SRM's and deorbit rocket thrust in the case of the external tank
I in orbit.
I Translational state of payloads not attached to the vehicle
= must be maintained during the time they are being handled by the manipulator
: arms. Positions and velocities of deployed payloads should be maintained so
i
i long as visual or radio contact may be maintained. Accurate position and
!velocity.of rendezvous target vehicles must be maintained when the target
vehicle is within ranging distance (less than 300 n.mi.). Rendezvous
'target vehicle state should be maintained during any period at which the
I ground might uplink such information to the orbiter (i.e., starting some
-i
,' time before the beginning of the rendezvous sequence). Rendezvous taeget
vehicles may include satellites to be retrieved or examined, other orbiters,
1
 the-orbit-to-orbit-shuttle (OOS), and the space station. Extended periods
of station-keeping may be required in some cases. In each of these
cases, accurate gravitational forces must be included. Simplified aerodynamic
, forces will be adequate in most cases, but in the case in which the target
vehicle is another orbiter in low earth orbit (possible on a rescue mission)
or if extended station-keeping is required, target vehicle aerodynamics
should be simulated as accurately as those of the primary orbiter. Payload
manipulator force must be included when applicable. Target vehicle propulsion
system forces must be included where applicable, (e.g., the OOS). It
may also be necessary to simulate OOS burn targetting.
Upon such time as the TORS (Tracking and Data Relay Satellite)
system becomes operational for shuttle use, it will become necessary for the
Equations of Motion system to keep track of the positions of each of the










"3.2.2.2.2.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable
.3.2.2.2.2.3 References
1. 166, Page 3-99
2. 20, Page IV-26; 166 Pages 3-110, 3-111
3.2.2.3 Relative Translational States
-,3.2.2.3.1 Requirements
! • *-
! Relative translational states must be calculated during boost
for any separated object being checked for recontact (e.g., Abort SRM's,
boost SRM's, external tank, external tank/SRM assembly) until safe separation
] is verified. Relative translational states must be calculated for the
! external tank after nominal insertion from jettison to successful deorbit.
Relative state is required for payloads during and immediately
after deployment. It is also required for rendezvous target vehicles during
rendezvous final phase and during payload retrieval, docking, or station-
keeping. Target vehicle relative state may also be found desirable during
the period of rendezvous ranging (relative distance less than 300 n.mi.).






Precise accuracy requirements upon the Translational Equations
of Motion derive largely from the need to be consistent with other systems










arising from these needs are frequently more stringent than those deriving
from such drivers as the need to present reasonable cues to the crew,
.the need to faithfully duplicate mission timelines, etc.
; The Translational Equations of Motion/Guidance System interface
is ordinarily through the IMU inertial accelerometers, which measure body
.accelerations in the-current platform reference system. They obtain
jthis acceleration from Equations of Motion, and output to the guidance
system that value biased .by appropriate accelerometer error sources.
;Thus, the gravitational calculations and velocity/position integrations
•are carried on in parallel. In the real world, after a period of time,
• the guidance state vector and the "true" state vector diverge slightly
.due to accelerometer error, approximations in gravitational calculation,
I numerical error in the guidance integration method, etc. The simulated
, Equations of Motion (EOM) should diverse in a similar manner from the
; guidance state vector. This can be accomplished only if the gravitational
: approximation in EOM is at least as accurate as that in guidance, and only
if all error sources in the parallel portion of EOM are much smaller than
.the real world dynamics/guidance system divergence.
Insertion accuracy of the guidance system is expected to be:
POSITION VELOCITY
Downrange .2 n.mi. 6 ft/sec
Crossrange .2 n.mi. 10 ft/sec
Vertical .2 n.mi. 10 ft/sec
(Velocities here also probably include tailoff dispersions, which involve
unpredictable body accelerations. Thus, the divergence between simulated
EOM and real-word; dynamics (given the same body accelerations) should be
considerably less than the above values (say one-fourth or less in position,
less than that in velocity) during boost. The EOM velocity accuracy









requirement could be relaxed if good tailoff simulation is not required.
Probably the most critical orbital powered-flight accuracy
requirement is on the deorbit burn. It is necessary, in a 500 x 500 n.mi.
orbit, to limit downrange velocity error to less than 3 feet/sec. This
.value includes engine tail-off effect, so maximum permissible divergence
|between guidance and real-world state is substantially less. In the 500 x 500
lease, deorbit delta V is 800 feet/sec, and, with one QMS engine out, burn
.'time is 20 minutes. Moreover, the platform alignment with respect to which
i
burn acceleration is measured was likely established sometime prior to
the burn. Thus, it appears that something like the following is required:
on board navigation accuracy within somewhat less than 1 foot/sec over
•an orbiter period of 30 minutes including 20 minutes of powered flight.
If good engine tailoff simulation is required, the simulated EOM system
.should be well within this tolerance. If tailoff accuracy is considered
unimportant, simulated EOM accuracy limits should still be no wider.
During entry which is similar to powered flight in that substantial body
accelerations are present, the guidance system must, at 100,000 feet,
have the vehicle within 20 n.mi. and 130 feet/sec of the desired state.
Again, navigation requirements will probably be more severe, though likely
not as severe as for boost.
Reasonable requirements must also be placed on the accuracy
of body accelerations fed to both EOM and the platform accelerometers
.during powered flight or entry. These accelerations are derived from
forces fed to it from other systems (e.g., propulsion, aerodynamics, etc.),
and from vehicle mass. As vehicle mass (powered flight) as well as the








to avoid serious "sampling lag" error. The system is forgiving of small
errors in body accelerations; the guidance system will erase them in actions
imperceptible to crew members in powered-flight or entry. Also, fairly
sizable dispersions exist in any case in several of the body forces.
Problems will exist only if errors become sizeable enough to cause the
.guidance -sy.s-tem,"in-eras4ng -them, =to -move •perceptibly'outside the
nominal flight envelope. Thus, if systems providing force values (propulsion,
aerodynamics) have accuracy within their own nominal dispersions, mass
is updated frequently, and body acceleration is calculated equally or more
frequently; this should not be a serious problem during powered flight or
entry.
Orbital coast presents different requirements. Boost lasts
less than 10 minutes, orbital powered flight perhaps 20 minutes at worst,
.entry to 100,000 feet less than 30 minutes (navaid updates below that point
should erase small discrepancies). Orbital coast(particularly if \
of simulator"fast-time" is made)may last many hours. In so long a
small discrepancies may become very large ones. In orbit, not only must
guidance/EOM discrepancies be simulated reasonably, but orbital decay
and perturbation must be accurately portrayed. The results of even fairly
small errors are likely to become guite obvious to the crew after a time.
•For example, in a 50 x 100 n.mi. orbit, it is necessary periodically to
perform short orbital maintenance burns to counteract perturbing effects
; (especially drag). The necessary magnitude and frequency of these burns
for a given attitude timeline is likely to be well known. If orbital coast











; 1. If targetting equations operate directly or indirectly
• (via nav updates from sensors) using EOM data, burn
i
. | delta V's will not match nominal values, or,
2. If nominal delta V's are burned, the orbit will not be
maintained.
j
In either case, the discrepancies will be obvious to trainees in fairly
""short order. "In a 50 x 100 orbit, a delta V of about 1.8 feet/sec at
; apogee will raise perigee by 1 n.mi. It seems desirable that, in such
.case, over one revolution, delta V discrepancies of no more than 0.1
foot/sec be caused by EOM. This would require position tolerance of 150
, feet and velocity tolerance of 0.05 foot/sec. This tolerance would include
all errors in gravity, aero drag, and the numerical integration scheme.
It may be desirable in some cases to do considerably better than this.
Error in relative state between two station-keeping vehicles over an orbit
: should be far smaller and should not change rapidly.
This requires that .a station-keeping vehicle be simulated,
, in terms of aero, gravity, and integration, approximately as faithfully as
the prime orbiter, unless station keeping continues only for a short time.
3.2.2.4.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Apollo and Skylab experience has indicated that considerable
chagrin on the part of trainees and instructors results when simulated on-
board, EOM derived, and nominal burn targettings do not agree quite closely.
For close agreement, EOM, guidance, and nominal state vectors must be quite
close. In Apollo and Skylab training, EOM derived targetting was used as
a "reasonableness test" upon on-board targetting (or vice versa),just as,
DATE
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'during missions, ground RTCC targetting was used to check on-board targetting.
JThus EOM was expected to be close enough to nominal to pass "reasonableness
tests". The shuttle situation may be somewhat different. ' Due to high autonomy
and parallel strings in on-board guidance, it is not clear whether RTCC
targetting will have as much of a role to play. Thus, being mostly
dependent on on-boara guidance £he crewmen may be more prone to apply as a
("reasonableness test" the targettings they saw during training. This wouldi • '
- 1
• require a high degree of fidelity in simulated EOM. A second related
consideration is also significant. A simulation, like a true mission, must
perform well in off-nominal conditions. Ordinarily, its off-nominal performance
j cannot be directly checked. It can only be inferred from performance under
nominal conditions. However, since the simulation was verified for nominal
; conditions, instructors and trainees understandably assume it will perform
: better for them than in off-nominal conditions. Thus, they tend to expect
much better than minimal performance in the nominal case, in hopes of
ensuring at least minimal performance in off-nominal conditions. The
requirements endeavor to keep these considerations in mind.
3.2.2.4.3 References
' 1. 166, Pages 2-11, 2-54, and 2-79
2. 166, Page 2-80.
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KEY .
3.2.3 Rotational Equations of Motion • ;
3.2.3.1 Moments - • / • • -
Moments arising from forces discussed in Section 3.2.2.1 are
.noted here, as well as moments arising from other sources. Discussions
of the cause and nature of forces giving rise to moments are not repeated
when covered in Section 3.2.2.1.
3.2.3.1.1 Dynamic Body Moments . . ; . .
3.2.3.1.1.1 Requirements - :
The Rotational equations of motion for a simulated shuttle
vehicle must incorporate aerodynamic moments through much, perhaps all,
of the anticipated flight envelope into attitude calculations. At very low
•a-ltitudes, moments due to ground effects must be considered. Changes in
pitching moment at landing angle of attack (13°) and speed (300 ft/sec)
are:
50 ft. alt. -0.003
15 ft. alt. -0.024
10 ft. alt. -0.038
(altitudes those of wing aero center)
Moments exerted by the ground upon the vehicle must be
included. Moments arising from forces on the vehicle on the pad must be
picked up (or moment calculation bypassed and inertial attitude and body
rate updated regularly to account for earth rotation).
At horizontal takeoff, and during landing, moments result-
ing from normal and frictional runway forces must be accounted for. At











be simulated. Rotational effects of runway unevenness and/or tire flex
must be included.
Moments resulting from thrust of Space Shuttle Main Engines,
Orbital Maneuvering System Engines, Reaction Control System Engines, boost
and abort SRM's, and Air Breathing Engines must be included. In each case,
the calculated forces must be applied at the proper point on the body,
the orientation of that point with respect to the current e.g. position
determined, and the resulting moment found. Positions of the afore-
mentioned engines in the orbiter coordinate system are as follows:
X (in) Y (in) Z (in)
Main Engines Lower 1468.3 +. 52 . 335.8
Upper 1445 0 433
0MS Engines* -""'l547 , ±96 454
Boost SRM's . • 1470 -- 127
Abort SRM's 1550 +168 352
Air Breathing Engines About 1300 _ 70.5 532.5
An RCS pod is located in each 0MS pod. A third RCS pod is located in the
vehicle nose.
3.2.3.1.1.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable.
3.2.3.1.1.3 References
1. 23 P. 117
2. 167 PP. 2-4, 2-7; 168 PP. 2-4, 2-6, 2-7










3.2.3.1.2 Pavload Moments - - -
,„, T . ., . • — . • — .~. . ..,— •;;
3.2.3.1.2.1 Requirements
The payload manipulator system will, while in operation,
exert significant moments upon the shuttle orbiter. Forces due to low-
"S-peed-Gol'li'S'ions wi'th'payloads,-and forces'resulting from small relative
velocities at payload placement will also ordinarily possess moment arms,
and may be significant. Any small relative angular rates at the time of
placement should also be accounted for. Moments due to motion in attached
payloads should be simulated (e.g., telescope pointing on an astronomy
sortie mission).




3.2.3.1.3 Docking Effects ' •'
3.2.3.1.3.1 Requirements
Since the docking mechanism is located far from the vehicle
e.g., forces due to relative velocity and position misalignment at contact
will ordinarily have significant moment arms. Angular misalignments of up
to five degrees and roll misalignments of up to seven degrees may occur
at docking. Angular velocities of 1 deg/sec for the active vehicle, and
.1 deg/sec for the passive vehicle are other maximum values. The dynamics
of the guides and attenuators of the docking mechanism (see Section
3.2.2.1.5) in nulling these errors must be properly simulated. Moments
arising from the use of the contingency explosive charge docking ring











3.2.3.1.3.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable.
3.2.3.1.3.3 Data References
1. 167 P. 2-17; 164
.2.. ,20 P. .IV-12
3.2.3.1.4 Staging Effects
3.2.3.1.4.1 Requirements
Moments arising from all staging forces, including separation
rockets and the pyro actuated release mechanisms, must.be considered.
Proximity aerodynamic moments are significant, particularly during abort
separation. The simulation must maintain sufficient attitude information
to identify recontact of SRM's with orbiter/external tank.




3.2.3.1.5 Venting and Dumping
3.2.3.1.5.1 Requirements
Moments arising from body cavity venting forces during boost
and entry may be significant. Moments arising from dumping and venting
of the external tank after insertion must be simulated. Following
deorbit, moments arising from purging of 0MS propel 1 ant lines and
engines must be considered. Dumping of residual 0MS propellent during
















3.2.3.2 Rotational State Calculation Requirements
3.2.3.2.1 . Orbiter
3.2.3.2.1.1 Requirements
The Equations of Motion simualation must, given all moments
on the vehicle, and moments and products of inertia, accurately determine
body angular acceleration, and maintain current values of body rate and
inertia! attitude.
Before launch, orbiter rotational state must reflect the
effects of earth rotational rate to a high degree of accuracy. During
powered flight, relatively rapid change in mass properties and moment
vectors require high frequency integrations to maintain rotational
state. During entry and atmospheric flight, possible rapid change in
aerodynamic moments also require high integration rates. Moments will be
small during &fbital coast, but may still change rapidly. Rates will
normally be very small, but could become considerable in malfunction
cases. Thus, high integration rates are probably required for rotational
state during orbit as well. The further requirement that the equations
of motion respond properly to very small moments is also added.
At the minimum, the equations of motion must make available
to other systems the orbiter body rates, and the transformation matrix
between the inertial reference coordinate system and the body coordinate
system. Other related tasks may be performed in Equations of Motion,
















Attitude and angular rate information is required, at times,
for several vehicles other than the orbiter. To some extent, such
information is needed for nearly all of the vehicles cited in
Section 3.2.2.2.2.
To obtain reasonable aerodynamic forces and moments, the
attitudes of all vehicles operating within the atmosphere must be main-
tained. Moreover, attitude must be maintained in the case of any vehicle
which may recontact the prime space shuttle vehicle, in order to check for
recontact. Thus, if recontact simulations are performed for the follow-
ing vehicles cited in Section 3.2.2.2.2, attitudes must also be maintained:
Abort SRM's, boost SRM's, SRM/external tank assembly, and external tank
jettison within the atmosphere.
Vehicles which may undergo powered flight must have attitude
known. This would include the external tank in orbit (to properly
simulate deorbit burn), and the 00S. In most cases, attitudes of
vehicles possessing attitude control systems will have to be simulated,
as well as the attitude control systems themselves (perhaps in simplified
terms). And, in any case, when close visual contact exists, rates and
attitudes of vehicles must be simulated. Thus, rotational states of
payloads not attached to the prime orbiter must be maintained while










retrieved, and target vehicles to be docked must be available while in
proximity. If extended station-keeping is a mission feature, the simula-
tion must be of a reasonably high order of accuracy.




3.2.3.3 Relative Rotational States
3.2.3.3.1 Requirements
... Relative rotational state should be available during boost
for any separated object being checked for recontact (e.g., Abort SRM's,
boost SRM's, external tank, external tank/SRM assembly) until safe
separation is verified. Relative rotational state for the external tank
in orbit from jettison to deorbit may also be necessary.
Relative rotational state for payloads during and after
deployment until visual contact is lost should be available, as well as
for rendezvous target vehicles during rendezvous final phase and during
retrieval ^ docking, or station-keeping.






Two factors comprise the primary drivers for accuracy require-












1) To adequately simulate effects of IMU alignment error, bias, drift,
etc.; numerical errors within the sections of Rotational Equations of
Motion parallel to the IMU simulation must be much smaller.
2) Simulated attitude control system and vehicle response must be
reasonably similar to real world response.
During powered flight and entry, the vehicle trajectory is
largely a function of body forces. Before their effects can be utilized
by Translational Equations of Motion, the forces must be transformed into
its reference system. This is accomplished using body attitude
(relationship between the body-fixed coordinate system(s) and the reference
system) maintained by Rotational Equations of Motion. However, during
..these periods, the control system will rapidly drive out any small errors
it senses. Thus, if the attitude known to the control system and the
E0M attitude are close enough (they will be if requirement (1.) is
satisfied), and if errors are not so large as to cause perceptible
anomalies in control response (they will not if requirement2.) is met),
this requirement should cause no serious difficulty.
IMU alignment on the pad will be accurate to within 75 arc-
seconds (.021 deg) in azimuth and 30 arc-seconds (.0083 deg) in level.






























Scale factor (%) ^
Input/Output axis misalign (sec)
Scale factor (%)
G-insens drift C/hr)
Mass unbalance input axis C/hr/g)
Mass unbalance spin axis C/nr/g)
Anisoel3s!icC/hr/g')_
Readout (two-soeed) (sec!
Angle (mm) (limited by horizon definition)
'On-Axis random and bias (mlh)












































Rotational E0M and the simulated IMU will probably interface through
body rates, which the IMU will obtain from Rotational E0M. Thus,
numerical errors in Rotational E0M attitude calculations must be much
smaller than the above G&N errors in order to correctly simulate IMU
dispersions.
The extent of accuracy required to simulate control resnonse
reasonably will be a function of anticipated simulator use, whether as a
crew training simulator, or as both an engineering and training simulator.
For example, in one case, the simulator would only be required to exhibit
during orbital coast (for a given deadband) RCS firings which would not
be perceptibly different to the crew from real world firings. In the
other case, RCS fuel consumption studies might be required, placing much
stiffer requirements on accuracy. Possible error sources which could











- inaccurate body forces and aero moments
- inaccurate or lagged e.g. location
- inaccurate or lagged inertia! properties
- numerical lag in Euler equations due to use of past values of rates
- integration of angular accelerations to obtain rates
If propulsion forces, aero moments, etc., supplied by other subsystems
are within their nominal dispersions, they should cause no serious problems.
During periods of rapid mass property change (e.g. boost), the e.g. and
inertia! properties must be updated frequently. Numerical and samnling
error in the Euler equations and integration must be maintained at a low
level of inaccuracy.
3.2.3.4.2 Rationa!e for As sum'ptions
Not applicable.
3.2 .3.4.3 References " " ' ""
1. 166 P. 2-79










KEY 3.3 Mass Properties
3.3.1 Orbiter
3.3.1.1 Requirements
The orbiter mass properties may change substantially
.during .a .mission. .Portions of the-vehicle-showing mass changes include:
o Payload Bay (payload deployment and retrieval)
• OMS Tanks (propel!ant use and dumping)
0 RCS Tanks (propellent use and dumping)
e Cryogenic Tanks (usage of contents)
0 Crew Cabin (personnel off-loading and on-loading)
e MPS Lines (propel 1 ant and dumping)
• APU Tanks (usage of contents
e Water System
o ECS GN2 Tanks
« Helium Pressurization System
Vehicle configuration variables include:
6 Payload Doors Open/Close
0 Landing Gear Up/Down
0 Payload Manipulator
Each of these will influence orbiter mass properties
to some extent. For example, deploying and using the manipulator arm
will affect the vehicle e.g., and moments and products of inertia.














The orbiter mass properties simulation must be
sufficiently flexible to allow mission-to-mission change in mass
properties due to differing payloads and tankage characteristics. It
must also properly simulate mass properties changes due to such mass
and ccnfiguration changes as those cited above, for any full mission.
-Or-b-i-ter mass properti-es data is available for certain





















Electrical Conv. & Dist. 3,970










Total Inert Weight 192,395
Reserve Fluids 773
Inflight Losses 3,409
Propel 1 ant Used-Maneuv/ACS 17,313
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3.3.2.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable
3.3.2.3 References
1. 166 pg. 3-83
2. 168 pg. 2-18
3.3.3 External Tank
3.3.3.1 Requirements .
The shuttle vehicle obtains boost propellent and oxidizer
for its main propulsion system from an external tank. External tank
mass properties must be known so long as the tank is attached to the
orbiter, and so long as its state vector must be maintained after
jettison. Propel!ant flow effects during boost, and effects of dumping
of residual propellent upon tank mass properties must be simulated.
3.3.3.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable.
3..3,3,3 References:
Not applicable. ' • •
3.3.4 Payload
3.3.4.1 Requirements
Mass properties of attached payloads must be
available in the calculation of total vehicle mass properties
(mass, e.g., moments and products of inertia). Provision must be









released, from total vehicle mass properties, and to include mass
properties of retrieved payloads when attached. Masses of several
payloads are included in Section 3.1.1.2. Any significant changes in
payload mass of attached payloads during the mission should be simulated
(e.g., crew ingress/egress of manned payload). Change in configuration
of attached payloads during mission may be significant (e.g., telescope
pointing on astronomical sortie mission).
Permissible payload c,g, envelope (with examples
of possible payloads) is:
DISTANCE FPOf.' FOBWAROPAYLOAO
BAY INTERFACE tFEETt
3.3.4.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable
3'. 3.4.3 References:












3.3.5.1 Requirements • • • ' •
When carried, mass properties due to the presence
of the ABPS must be simulated. Two ABPS engines will be carried
on some orbital flights. TheABPSwil l assume two configurations.
During-most-of the flight (boost through entry), the ABPS will be .
stored in the aft p"ayload bay. During approach, they will be deployed
on the upper fuselage. Simulated mass properties of the .system should
reflect the appropriate configuration. Changing mass properties of
the system during the deployment process may also have to be simulated.
Changing mass properties of the ABPS tanks during engine operation
must be simulated.
The total dry weight of the orbital ABPS is 12,385 Ibs.
fuel weight carried will ordinarily be 13,681 Ibs., although tankage
will be sized to contain 22,565 Ibs. Full tank capacity may be
used for early development flights,
3.3.5.2 Rationale for Assumptions
. . Not applicable
3.3.5.3 References:
1. 166 pp. 3-75, 3-76












p e r - . ' " . ' • •
3.3.6.1 Requirements
During horizontal flight, mass properties of the four-
engine ferry ABPS must be included in total mass properties. Changing
mass properties of the ABPStanks during engine operations must be simulated.
Total dry weight of the ferry ABPS is 22,529 Ibs. Fuel
weight normally carried will be 52,000 Ibs., but tank capacity for 67,470 Ibs
will be provided. Full capacity may be used during flight testing.
3.3.6.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable.
3.3.6.3 References:
1. 166 pg. 3-77
3.3.7 Total Vehicles
3.3.7.1 Operational Space Vehicle
3.3.7.1.1 Requirements
The space shuttle operational vehicle includes the
following configurations on a space mission:
0 orbiter + tank + boost SRM's + Abort SRM's
*"*' • orbiter + tank + boost SRM's
t orbiter + tank
• orbiter + Abort SRM's (abort only)
6 orbiter only
The crbiter may or may net include the orbital










REF. Given the current configuration, and the mass properties
of the items discussed in Section 3.5.1 through 3.5.6, the current values
of vehicle mass, vehicle center of gravity, moments of inertia, and products
of inertia must be available to rotational and translational equations of
motion. The values must be calculated sufficiently frequently and/or
.smoothed in.order to .avoid "sampling lag" in equations of motion.
Several sample values of mass properties for several


















Slug ft2 X 106
Ixx
Slug ft2 X 106
lyy Izz Ixy Ixz lyz
(Orbiter + Tank + Boost SRM's + ASRM's)
Lift-Off 4,656,739 1558.9 0.4 446.0
ASRM Jettison 3,738,024 1511.9 0.5 446.7
(Orbiter + Tank * -Boost SRM's)
ASRM Jettison 3,645,324 1488.30.5441.2
Max Q 3,137,564 1453.9 0.6 441.3
Max Accel. 2,123,554 1329 .50 .8441 .3
Staging 1,994,125 1309.80.9441.5
(Orbiter + Tank)
Staging 1,658,425 1176.0 1.1 440.1
Tank 2/3 Full 1/436,700 "1231.5 1.3 446.2
Tank 1/3 Full 873,367 1418.1 2.2 476.0
Burnout 310,034 1933.6 5.7 613.9
(Orbiter + Abort SRM's)
Lift-Off 307,610 2204.0 0.0 685.0
ASRM 1/2 Burned 271,110 2173.3 0.0 687.9



























3.3.7.1.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable
3.3.7.1.3 References:










REF ' 3.3.7.2 Operational Ferry
3.3.7.2.1 Requirements
Operational ferry configuration configuration for
the orbiter will have OMS pods removed, and the ferry ABES system installed
1 rather than the orbital ABES. Total weights during a nominal ferry
•mission (-no loiter) are: (1st figure at beginning of phase, last at end)
Ground 216,500 - 210,500 Ibs.
2 Climb 210,500 - 202,000 Ibs.
Cruise 202,000 - 171,800 Ibs.
Descent 171,800 - 171,500 Ibs.
Approach & 171,500 - 171,300 Ibs.
Land
An additional fuel budget of 6800 Ibs. is provided for
up to 20 minutes loiter time. '
The simulated mass properties system must be able
to provide vehicle mass, -center of gravity, and moments and products
of inertia for the operational ferry configuration of the Space Shuttle
Vehicle.
3.3.7.2.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable.
3.3.7.2.3 References:
1. 167 pg. 4-12













The orbiter used for horizontal flight testing v/ill
contain only those subsystems required for horizontal flight, as well
as certain developmental subsystems which will be deleted from the




















• INSTALL AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS
If.' PLACE OF OPNL EQUIP


















• DELETE INVE3UR5. SEQUENCERS
ANDBATT CHARGER
« DELETE MPS. GIMBAL AND ABPS
DEPLOY ACTUATORS
• ADD EJECTION SEATS (Jl
• DELETE FOOD. WATER. WASTE
MANAGEMENT. SUBLIMATOR.
RADIATORS. HYDRAULIC AND
FUEL CELL HEAT EXCHANGERS
« DELETE I/ANIPULATOR STA O&C.
PAYLOAD MONITORING. AND
SPACE CPE RATIONS DStC
• POOS REMOVED
• MASS BALANCED, FAIRINGS
ORBITER NO. 2
OPERATIONAL EXCEPT FOR
1. ADD SUBSYSTEM SEQUENCE CONTROLLER
2. ADD EJECTION SEATS (2)
3. INSTALL ABPS FERRY KIT
4 ADO DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
5. OMS'HCS PODS REPLACED BY MASS BALANCE/FAIRINGS
.^
The simulated mass properties must .be able to
properly simulate the mass properties of the HFT configured orbiter.
3.3.7.3.2 Rationale, for Assumptions
Not applicable
3.3.7.3.3 References:












Configuration for vertical flight tests will be the
same as that of the operational vehicle except for the inclusion of:
1. Development flight instrumentation
2. Ejection seats
. 3. Additional communication equipment


























































































The simulated mass properties system must be able
to properly simulate the nass properties of the VFT configured orbiter.















- 1. 166 pp. 1-12; 178 pp. 7-9
3.3.8 Retrieval Satellites
3.3.8.1 Requirements
Mass properties of retrieval satellites must be simulated
during the time when their equations of motion are maintained, if body
forces (propulsion, aero, etc.) or moments are significant. Provision
must be made to adequately simulate mass property change of satellites
whose properties are not constant (e.g., the 00S during a burn).
Masses of selected retrieval satellites are listed in Section 3.1.1.2.
3.3.8.2 Rationale for Assumptions
A Not applicable




J^ass properties of deployed satellites must be simulated
during the time v/hen their equations of motion are maintained if any
significant body forces or moments (propulsion, aero, etc.) can exist.
"v; :,^Provision must be made to adequately simulate mass property change of
satellites whose properties are not constant. Masses of selected deployed
satellites are listed in Section 3.1.1.2.














REF. 3.3.10 Space Station
3.3.10.1 Requirements
Mass properties of the space station must be maintained
during the time when its equations of motion are simulated. Provision
must be made to adequately simulate mass property change (e.g., module
•atta'Ch/'Separa-t-e, ;jet firings).
Some mass information is included in Section 3.1.1.2.

















167 The aerodynamic forces and moments generated by a vehicle
depend upon vehicle geometry, altitude, and velocity and attitude
relative to the atmosphere.
For analysis the aerodynamic forces and moments are
referenced to the vehicle body axes or to the stability axes based
on the relative wind direction. Data is usually based on wind
tunnel studies over a large range of Mach numbers and relative
wind directions (angle of attack and sideslip angle). Data are
presented in the form of dimensionless aerodynamic coefficients,
defined as follows:
.' ' .' CL Lift Coefficient (stability axes)
Cn Drag Coefficient (stability axes) :
C., Normal Force Coefficient (body axes)
C. Axial Force Coefficient (body axes)
CY Side Force Coefficient
C, Roll Moment Coefficient
C Pitch Moment Coefficient -
C Yaw Moment Coefficientn
The choice of using body or stability axes is arbitrary,
usually dependent upon what is being analyzed.
In order to determine the generated forces and moments several
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167 " 6i - angle of attack: the angle between the relative wind
and a longitudinal reference line. . .
; e - sideslip angle: the angle between the relative wind
and the vehicle vertical plane of symmetry.
M - mach number: the ratio of the speed of the relative
: wind to the local speed of sound.
q - dynamic pressure: the pressure generated by the
kinetic energy of the impacting airstream.
These parameters allow calculation of the forces and
 ;
moments generated at any particular instant. .. .. '... ;. .
Forces are calculated by the equation: ; r-• •-•-,--—•-
F = q S CF
where: S is a reference area;
and moments, relative to some reference point, are calculated
by the equation: ;
M = q S I CM
wheee..; 1 is a reference length. ~
In order to determine the vehicle Mach number and dynamic
pressure, a mathematical model of the atmosphere is required. There
are several existing Standard Atmospheres which give tables of
density, speed of sound, and other parameters as functions of altitude.
Some Standard Atmospheres include variations due to seasonal changes









REF. ' ' '
KEY . . -
167 In addition to the Standard Atmosphere model, perturbations
due to winds, temperature and pressure variation, and the earth's
rotation are present. The effects of winds and weather (temperatures
and pressure changes) are significant at low altitudes, but their
importance diminishes with altitude.
3.4.2 Aerodynamic Flight Regimes -:• .-:
167 During the shuttle mission profile three principal
aerodynamic modes are encountered: (1) Launch and abort;
(2) Orbital flight; and (3) Orbiter only. Each of these modes
is unique; the forces and moments generated and the factors that
produce them vary.
3.4.2.1 Launch a n d Abort . . : . . ' . .
168 In this mode the vehicle flies almost directly into the
relative wind (low angle of attack and sideslip) at Mach numbers
ranging from zero to orbital velocity.
The vehicle is aerodynamical^ stable in pitch and yaw
in this mode, until just prior to orbit insertion. This will not
be a problent^because the aerodynamic forces and moments generated
are not significant. The vehicle exhibits neutral stability in
roll in this mode, but this is of little consequence, since even
large roll excursions are not detrimental to the ascent trajectory.
Data for this mode is usually generated in the body axes
frame of reference. Axial force or drag is the predominant force,
and the moments are generally small, due to the low angles of
attack and sideslip. Dynamic derivatives are usually insignificant
due to the low attitude rates. The shift in center of gravity as the








REF. '• .. ' • :
KEY
168
 e since the coefficients are usually based on fixed aerodynamic :
- - i
center this is not considered a problem. The problem that does
occur in the launch and abort mode is the changes in vehicle
configuration as the ASRM's, SRM's and the external tank are
Jettis.oned. This produces significant changes in the vehicle
aerodynamic configuration. In addition the changes in aerodynamic
coefficients during separation is significant. These forces and
moments due to proximity are usually estimated by adding an
incremental coefficient due to the proximity of the jettisoned
component. There are four configurations to be considered during
the launch and abort mode: (1) The total vehicle; (2) ASRM
m^^
 staged (orbiter + SRM + Tank); (3) SRM Staged (Orbiter + tank);
and (4) Orbiter only. There are normal mission times at which
these configurations are assumed, due to the schedule for jettisoning
components. In the event of an abort, dependent upon mission time,
and possibly the pilot's judgement, the configurations may not
follow the usual sequence.
3.4.2.2 Orbital Flight
59 In this mode the vehicle may assume any attitude with
respect to the relative wind. Mach.number is approximately fixed,
so aerodynamic coefficients vary only with angle of attack and
sideslip angle. The primary aerodynamic force is drag, resulting
in eventual orbital decay.
The vehicle is essentially neutrally stable during orbital
flight. Aerodynamic forces and moments generate small perturbations














59 Although all forces and moments in this regime are small, they will
have noticeable effects in proximity to, or when docked with, payloads,
due to the effects of even small perturbations on orbital mechanics.
Data for this regime are usually based on the capture area
-of-the-vehicle. Thus "the exact shape and dimensions of the vehicle,
or payloads, is less important than the impact area. A majority
of the payloads considered for the shuttle are cylindrical;
airload data for any payload can be scaled for any other payload
without excessive error. The case of docking with another shuttle
vehicle or with a large space station which may mask the vehicle
from the relative wind needs to be considered, since aerodynamic
forces are generated by the combined vehicle capture area.
The aerodynamic effects on the target vehicle must
also be known in order to provide estimation of rendezvous and
docking effects.
3.4.2.3 Orbiter Only
167 Orbiter-only flight is concerned with the flight
*^ ---
characteristics of the orbiter from the beginning of re-entry
(at about 400,000 feet altitude) to landing. It also includes
any subsonic flight of the shuttle vehicle. - -
This mode is characterized by having the bulk of the aero-
dynamic effects generated by the basic orbiter, with incremental
effects caused by control deflections, rotational rates, and
configuration changes. The data for this regime are extensive,
usually tabulated as functions of Mach number, angle of attack,











167 "" Mach numbers range from zero to about 25, while angle of attack
generally varies from approximately zero to 60 degrees. The
•-- orbiter exhibits three areas of aerodynamic instability:
1. Longitudinal instability at high Mach/low alpha
2. J-ong.i.tudinal instability at low Mach/.high alpha
- -7 — ---3r- Directional instability, characterized by severe •
: : • ' : ' • Dutch Roll, a t hypersonic a n d high supersonic speeds
.....The longitudinal instability areas are avoided when using a. nominal
entry trajectory. The directional instability is overcome by the
use of RCS jets for yaw control during re-entry. Data may be
_.. . generated using either body or stability axes. . .
There are five configurations to be considered for the
Orbiter-only mode: (1) Re-entry; (1) Approach and Landing;
(3) Ferry Configuration; (4) Horizontal Flight Test Configuration;
and (5) Vertical Flight Test Configuration. It is expected that
the aerodynamic characteristics of these various configurations
will be close enough to the basic orbiter to allow the basic +
**L,,
• incremental method of calculation. Changes in vehicle mass
properties will not affect aerodynamics, since aero forces and
. moments are referenced to a fixed aerodynamic reference point.
' 3.4.3 Rationale for Assumptions
Since no data was available for orbital flight aerodynamics
for the NAR configuration at high angles of attack, it is assumed












167 During orbital flight it is assumed that Newtonian (non-
fluid) aerodynamics determine characteristics. This implies that
only the surfaces of the vehicle facing the relative wind have
any aerodynamic effects. The assumption that weather effects
diminish in importance at high altitudes is because of the low
dynamic pressure encountered in this regime. This also results
in the negligible aerodynamic forces and-moments just prior to
orbit insertion. -
. The assumption that large roll excursions are not detrimental
to the ascent trajectory is because pitch and yaw tradeoffs can
be used to compensate for off-nominal roll.
3.4.4 .Data-References
167 Aerodynamic Design Data Book, Vol. I, Orbiter,
Space Div., NAR, SD 72-SH-60-1, May, 1972.
168 \Aerodynamic Design Data Book, Vol. II,
:.. .'Integrated.Vehicle, Space Div., NAR, SD 72-SH-60-2,
=- —- •- May-, 1972. -.-- - r-r-.—- -•-
59 Space Shuttle Orbiter Aerodynamics Data Book,
McDonnell Douglas Delta Wing Design, MDAC,
MSC, 1971.
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Positions and velocities of several celestial bodies
will be required for simulation of shuttle missions. Solar
position relative to the vehicle will affect vehicle temperature
distribution, star tracker resolution if pointed in that direction,
as well as out-the-window views. Solar relative velocity will
affect solar aberration. Since aberration (difference between
apparent and real solar position due to spacecraft/sun relative
velocity and the finite speed of light) could affect apparent
position by 20 arc-seconds, it should probably be included. Positions
of stars will be required for star-tracker and COAS use. The
starfield will also be a significant part of the out-the-window
view. Lunar position relative to the vehicle may affect the star-
tracker as well as out-the-window views. Lunar phase may be of
interest for improved realism, though there appears to be no
situation (expect perhaps telescope sortie missions) in which it
would affect crew or system response. Lunar aberration should be
of the order of 5 arc-seconds, and, for the above - mentioned
purposes, can probably be safely ignored. Positions"of the bright
planets (Venus., Mars, Jupiter) could conceivably affect the star
tracker. In the case of sortie operations with attached telescope,
it may also be desirable to know planetary positions. Pointing
accuracies of less than 1 arc-minute are fcrseen under certain
special circumstances. Thus, position errors for celestial bodies
should be of considerably less magnitude than the above -
particularly oscillatory errors deriving from such sources as
slow computation rates. Star occultation by earth, sun, or moon
has a significant effect on star tracker capabilities, and should











3.5.1.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Mot applicable. •
3.5.1.3 References
1. 166 pp 3-160
3.5.2 Coordinate Transformations
3/5.2.1 Requirements
Transformations between Ephemeral coordinates and
True-of-Date coordinates, and between True-of-Date coordinates and
Geographic coordinates will be required. Each transformation changes
in time. The transformation between Ephemeral and True-of-Date
coordinates includes Earth precession and nutation effects. It
need not be updated at a higher rate than once per 15 minutes;
possibly no more than once per month. If True-of-Date is used as
the prime reference system, vehicle state must be transformed at
the time the system is updated to be consistent with the new system.
'The transformation between True-of-Date and Geographic coordinates
is dependent only upon the true Greenwich hour angle at a given
time. Since the hour angle changes at a rate of about .004 deg/sec,
it must be updated frequently (1° hour angle error is equivalent at
the equator to some 70 miles of ground track position error).
Earth horizon position is required for use in the horizon scanners..
3.5.2.2 Rationale for Assumptions
Not applicable
3.5.2.3 References
No-t—
